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PATENT APPIITCATXON TRANSMITTAL IJETTER
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: 58959.012
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a

GOMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AltlD TRADEIIIARK9:
&

- 'Transmitted herewith for filing is the patent application of David A. Monroe for
APPARjITUS E'OR CAPTURTNG, COIIVERTING AllD TRNASMITTING A VISUAIJ rMAcE SfcNAL VIA A DIGXTAL

,* o TRNASMISSION SYSTE!,!.

Enclosed are:

lxl Tvrenty-one (21) sheets

I I a certified copy of a

of drawings.

application.

t I combined declaration and power of attorney.

I I verified statement to establish small entity staLus under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27.

t I Information Disclosure Statement with references.

I I Supplemental Transmittal Letter

CIAIMS AS FII.ED 9MAI,L ENTTTY
OTHER TIIAI{ A
SMAI.I, ENTTTY

For No. Filed No. Extra Rate Fee OR Rate Fee

Basic Fee s395.00 0R $790.00

Total Claims 266 -20 246 x$22= .00 oR x $ 22= #5,4L2.00

Indep Claims L]_ - x $41- = $ 0.00 OR x $ 82= $ 6s5.00

Multiple Dependent
C1aim PresenL + $135 $ 0.00 OR + #270 =

Tolal $* .00 0R TotaL $5,858.00

tl

[xl

Please charge my Deposit
A duplicate copy of this

A check in the amount of

Account No. 50-0259 in the amount of $

sheet is enclosed.

$6,858.00 to cover the filing fee is enclosed.
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txl The Commissioner is hereby authorized t,o charge payment of the following

fees associated'with thie communication or crediL any overpa)ment to Deposit
Account No. 150-0259. A duplicate".dopy of this sheet is encl-osed.

7' * [rf] Any ad4pitional filing fees required. und.er 37 CFR 1.16.
. txl Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR l-.1?;

lxl The Commissioner is hereby authorized. to charge payment of the following fees
during the pendency of this application or crediL any overpalzment to Deposit
Account No. 50-0259. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

:,r;{i

txl Any filing fees under 3? CFR 1-.L5
txl Any patent application processing
t I The issue fee set in 37 CFR 1-.1

presentation of exLra
under 37 CFR L.1-7.

ling of

for
fees

claims.

Notice
of Allowance, pursuant

'| ,-lqqDa.Ee:. ,l 17

BRACEWEI,L & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
flllsown rowuR PENNzorrJ PLAcE

*ljzrr rJoursrANA STREET, surTE 2900

flIiHOUSTON, TEXAS 77002-278a

to

r,
Mark
Reg.

A. Tidwell
No. 37,456

il::9(713) 221.-Ls2e
fJ'iAttorneg Docket No.
,r$si ':i
hltl
t:. I

i;!
* f heneby certify that thie correspondence is being deposited with t,he United
iqt States Postal Service as EXPRESS MAIIJ - POST OFFICE TO ADDRESSEE, in an envelope

58959.012

CERTIF]CATE OF EXPRESS MAIL

tg; Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, D.c. 2023L on
v The Express Label No. is EM018601-734US

i,irr*

ioiii
ort
f iol

rqriti

I P\DI4AO1 2\PATAPPTRN

KRUGJ\o58959\00701 I
HOUSTO}n797832.l
lll2l98-4:09 pm

A

address
L

-2-
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PATEMT APPTICATTON TRJAAISMITTAL ITETTER
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: 58959.012

',f
.rr" l

TO TIIE ,COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AtiID TRA.DEMARKS:'&

TransmiELedherewitshforfi1ingist'hePat'entapp1icationofDavidA.Monroefor
'+''applnatus FoR cAprlrRrNc, col{\rERTrNe A}rD TRNAsMrrrrNc A vrsuArJ rr{AcE srcNArJ vrA, A DrcrrAt
"* TRNASI,TISSTON SYSTEM.

Enclosed are r

txl T$renty-one (21) sheet,s of drawings.

I I a certified copy of a application.

t I combined declaration and power of attorney.

t I verified st,atemenE to esLablish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 and L.27.

t I Information Disclosure Statement, with references.

t I Supplemental Transmit,tal Letter

tu#s
,Hg ffissffi-

CLAIMS .*g FILED SMALI, ENTITY
OTIIER TIIA}I A
SIIALL ENTITY

For No. Filed No. Extra Rate Fee OR Rate Fee

Basic Fee s39s.00 0R $790.00

TotaL Claims 266 - 20 245 x 922 = $ .00 OR x $ 22= i5,4I2.OO

hdep C1aims 11 - 3 B x $4r. - $ 0.00 oR x $ 82= $ 6s5.00

Multiple Dependent,
Claim Present + $135 $ o.OO OR + #270 - $

Total $t .00 OR Total $5'858.00 -

t I Please charge my Deposit Account No. 50-0259 in the amount of $
A duplicaEe copy of this sheeL is enclosed..

txl A check in the amount of $5,858.00 t,o cover Ehe filing fee is encLosed.

-L-
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txl The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the foIIow.\ng
fees associated with this communication or credit any overpa)ment to Dbposit
Account No. 50-0?59. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

txl Any addit,io;ral filing fees requirda una"r 3? CFR 1.L6.
tXJ ..Any patent, hpplication processing fees under 37 CFR 1.L7.

txl The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of Lhe following fees
during the pendency of Ehis application or credit any overpayment to Deposit.

j,,r_ Account No. 50-0259. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

txl Any
lxl Any
[]rne

filing fees under 37 CFR L.16 for presentaEion of extra claims.
patent application processing fees under 37 CFR L.I7.
issue fee set in 37 CFR 1..X ling of Notice

of Allowance, pursuant to

Mark A. Tidwell
Reg. No. 37,456

!*

o^t", r lru le 4

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
SOUTH TOWER PENNZOIL PLACE
711- LOUISIAI.IA STREET, SUITE 2900
HOUSTON, TEXAS 770O2-278L
(71-3) 22L-L529
Attorney Docket, No. 58glg.OL2

I hereby ce
States Post,al

I P\DI,IAO 1 2\PATAPPTRN

iJ\058959\0070r r

iToN\?g?832.1
18-4:09 pnr

CERTTFICATE OF EXPRESS MATL

rtify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United
Service as EXPRESS MAIL - POST OFFICE TO ADDRESSEE, in an envelope
Commis.sioner of Patent,s and Trademarks, washington, D.C. 2023L on

The Express Label No. is 8M018601734US

2-
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APPARATUSF'or'c-APTuRrNc'COI\TVERTINGA^IDTRANsMrrrrNc
- A VISUAL IMAGE SIEf{AL iT;A DIGITAL TNANSTTNTSSION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE II{I/ENTION

F'IELD OF TITF' II|MENTION
The invention is generally related to image capture and tansmission systems

and is specifically directed to an image capfure, compression and ftansmission system
for use in connection with rand line and wireless terephone systems.

Industy has developed and continues to develop and enhance techniques for
scanning' compressing, transmitting, receiving, decompressing viewing and printing
documents' This technology' encompassing the ftll body offacsimile fransmission and
reception' is cunently in widespread use. The current standards, ccITT Group III and
Group rV' define methods to scan and transmit high quality, bi-level images with a high
degree of success and has become commercially acceptable throughout the world.
However' gray scale documents are not easily transmitted because the scanners and
algorithms are not tailored to the function. Three dimensional objects will not fit into
the flat document scanners and cannot be foansmitted.

Examples of systems that have addressed some of these issues are shown in
u'S' Patent No' 5'193,012 which shows a video to facsimile signal converter, and u.s.
Patent No' 3'251'937 which discloses a system for hansmitting still television pictures
over a telephone line.

wire photography, and its extension , radio photography, have long been used
by the news media' The most common form involves an input device that converts
photographs into encoded signals for communication over telecommunications facilities
or radio' At the receiving end, reproducing equipment reconverts the encoded image
signals by exposing photographic fihn or other sensitized paper. The term facsimile is
often use with these products.

15.

20

25
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. Still video equipmen"t"4ras recently become available from vendors such as
ttf

Sodak, Canon and Sony, and is again primarily used by the television and print media,

although applications are expanding rapidly in such areas as insurance investigations

and real estate transactions. A still video camera captures a full color still video image

that can be reproduced using a special video printer that converts the still video image

data into hard copy form. For applications requiring communication of the still video

image, transmiVreceive units are available wherein the image begins and ends as a

video image.

The Photophone from Image Data Corporation is an example of a specialty

product that combines a video camera, display and storage facility in a terminal

package. One terminal can send a real time or stored still video image to another for

display or storage, or printing on special video printers. Again, the signal begins and

ends as a video image.

Another example of a specialty product is peripheral equipment available for

personal computers that enables the inpuUoutput, storage and processing of still video

images in digitized formats. For instance, the Canon PV-540 is a floppy disk drive that

uses conventional still video disks, digitizing and a still video image using a

conventional format, and communicates with the computer through a standard

communications I/O port.

U.S. Patent No. 5,193,012 discloses a still-video to facsimile conversion

system for converting the stilLvideo image frame into a half-tone facsimile

reproduction without having to store an entire intermediated gay scale image frame by

repeatedly tansmittingthe still-video image frame from astill-video source to an input

circuit with a virtual facsimile page synchronizationmodule . This system permits

image to facsimile conversion by utilizing a half tone conversion technique.

While the various prior art systems and techniques provide limited solutions

to the problem of hansmitting visual images via a facsimile hansmission system, all

fall short of providing a reliable and convenient method and apparatus for readily

capturing, storing, transmitting and printing visual images in a practical manner.

20

25

30
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G SUMMARY OF'THE IITVENTION

The subject invention is an image capture, compression and transmission

system that is specifically designed to permit reliable visual image tansmission over

land line or wireless coilrmunications using commercially available facsimile

tansmission techniques. The invention incorporates a camera and signal converter into

an integrated unit wherein the converted signal may be transmitted on a real time basis

ol may be stored in memory for later recall and transmission. The design of the

invention permits maximum flexibility, with the camera/converter/telephone or other

tansmission device being designed in a modular configuration wherein any or all of the

devices may exist as integrated or independent units.

The preferred embodiment permits capture of a video image using a digital

camera, an analog camer4 or a video camera such as a camcorder. The captured video

image is then converted into still frame digitized format for fransmission over any of

avariety of hansmission systems ranging from Group-III facsimile to computer, or to

a like device at a remote location, in any protocol desired. The invention recognizes

that once the signal is digitized, the transmission protocols are virtually endless.

For example, the present invention, permits a still frame visual image to be

captured at a remote location and sent immediately, over wireless communication

systems, to a remote location such as, by way of example, a computer system wherein

the image could be merged directly into newsprint. The image may also be sent to and

printed as ahard copy using any Group-III facsimile machine, anywhere in the world.

Where desired, the images may be stored in memory for later recall, and may be

archived on a portable medium such as a memory card or the like.

The system of the subject invention is particularly useful for applications

where immediate transmission of visual images of sceneso people and objects is

desirable and sophisticated equipment is not always available for receiving the

information. The system also provides a unique and reliable means for transmitting

visual datato and from remote locations, such as, by way of example, law enforcement

and emergency vehicles and the like.

In the prefened embodiment of the invention, the system includes a video

l0

l5

Ysf

lotsi

t-.t-
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calnera and an integral cellulal,telephone, wherein the telephone using the standard

au&o mode or future digital *od.r, can be used to nansmit and receive visual image
I
signals. A desk model is also disclosed and pennits connection to a standard land line

telephonic system. A mobile console model is disclosed for use in law enforcement

vehioles, and the like. Other communication systems are also supported by the subject

invention, including hardwired networks, radio and satellite transmission and the like.

A local facsimile machine may be incorporated with the unit and can serve as

aprinter forproviding hard copy of the captured image at the point of capture, as well

as being adapted for receiving facsimile tansmissions in the standard fashion.

The circuifiy is disclosed for supporting any of the preferred configurations

from a basic real time tansmission system via Group-III far( to a comprehensive

system supporting both land line and wireless hansmission of image, audio and

documentary dataat both a local and remote station.

The subject invention also permits digitized collection of audio signats through

the use of an intemal microphone, and extemal input device, a cellular telephone, land

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitrzed audio

playbaclq as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an extemal out jack

to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or

other communication system.

The digitized image and audio caphue features permit association of audio

with an image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with the image

includes GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, range information from

rangmg devices, date and time, and text wtrich may be input from an integrated

keyboard or from a remote device.

It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of

images in an interim storage format including raw video, compressed video, interim

gray scale format and/or half tone format. The image can also be stored in the selected

output mode, such as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile

capability of the system permits hansmission of captured data to a standard bi-level

facsimile machine such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color

l0

i
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facsimile systems, as well as,.td other remote receMng devices such as, by way of
grample, personal computers and network seryers. The data may be transferred in any

of a variety of formats artd protocols including JPEG, FAx, wavelets, emerging

imagery formats, FAX and computer data protocols. The invention is adapted to

operate in multiple modes, with a unitary capture and send mode or separate capture

and store, and send modes.

In the prefened embodiment, t}re system is adapted for tagging a collected

image, video, audio, and other data such as a GPS information, with geospatial

information and real time clock and added text. This permits the complete historical

data to be transmitted sfunultaneously with the image signal.

It is contemplated that the system of the invention would be self-contained

with an integral power unit such as a disposable battery, rechargeable battery source or

the like. Therefore, the system is adapted to power up when in use and power down or

'osleep" when not activated, preserving power during idle time. The power systems for

the video camera, the video input circuits and converters, the modem or other

transmission devices and other high drain components may be isolated and only

powered when neede!. This also permits use of ancillary functions, such as use as a

cellular telephone, to proceed without draining the power source by powering idle

components. The processor clock rate may also be slowed down during idle mode to

further conserve power.

Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability

through the use of a digitaVanalog circuits for converting digital commands to analog

signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, white balance,

lens iris, lens zoom and other functions of the camera from a local input device, a

remote device or as automatic or progftrnmed functions. The central processor may

also be used to control camera shutter rate. Other camera features and parameters

which may be controlled in this manner are compressor resolution ( such as high,

medium, low user settings) corresponding to compression rate parameters, field/frame

mode, color or monochnome, image spatial resolution (640x420 pixels, 320x240 pixels,

for example), lens and camera adjustrnents, input selection where multiple cameras or

20
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video sources are used and thl.llkb.
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When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of
&
example, a cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest of the system

to permit independent use, and independent power up and power offand other cellular

phone functions.

ln operation, the system permits not only the manual captureo dial (select) and

send of images, butmay also be fully automatedto captre, dial and send, for example,

on a timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor, video motion

detection, or from a remote tigger device. The remote tigger also may be activated by

an incoming telephone signal, for example.

The remote device may also be use for remote loading and downloading of

firmware, and for setting of the programmable parameters such as to provide remote

configuration of sampling modes during capture, compression rates, tiggering methods

and the like.

The triggering function permits amultitude of sampling schemes for a simple

triggered activation for capturing an image upon initiation to a trigger signal to more

complicated schemes for capturing and tansmitting images prior to and after receipt of

the tigger signal. The frigger function can be set to operate, for example, on a time per

sample and nunrbet of sample basis, or time per sample and total sample time basis, or

number of samples and total time basis. Depending on application, the trigger can

sample in a prior to and after signal mode, using in combination the time per sample

and number of samples prior and after signal basis, a total time basis, a percent prior

versus percent after nigger basis, time per sample basis, time prior to and time after

trigger basis, and other combination. For example, if the image capture device is

positioned to monitor taffic accidents at a specific locationo and an audio signal sensor

identifying a crash were used as the trigger, it would be desirable to collect image

sample both prior to and after the tigger signal. The number of samples, total sample

time, and percentage of samples prior to and after trigger would be controlled by the

specific application.

Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the
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prqsent invention. This is panicylarly useful when tuiggering events are used to initiate

fiaftsmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example,
#
if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at

the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The

circuity of the subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be utilized

depending upon application, such as prior to an after tigger, only after trigger or only

before trigger or prior to and after the trigger point. Again, as an example, it may

desirable to look primarily at images captured before a triggering event if the event is

a.catastrophic event such as an explosion or the like. Other circular sampling

techniques may be employed, as well, incorporating multiple cameras, for example,

wherein different fields are sampled depending upon the time frame in a sequence of

events.

It is, therefore, an object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus

for capttring, converting and transmitting a visual image via standard facsimile

transmissions systems.

It is another object and feature ofthe invention to provide an apparatus for

compressing the visual image data in order to minimize the capacity requirements of

the data capture and Storage system.

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus

for capturing and storing a visual image for later recall and review and/or tansmission.

It is yet another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for

storing a captured video image in digital format on aportable storage medium.

It is an additional object and feature ofthe invention to provide an apparatus

capable of sending and receiving telephonic audio messages, facsimile documents and

captured visual images to and from standard, readily available remote stations.

It is a further object and feature of the invention to provide the means and

method for capturing images prior to, prior to and after, or after a triggering event.

It is also an object and featrre ofthe invention to provide for multiple triggering

events anilor optional viewing or review of the captured images prior to printing or

transmission.
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It is another object and"feature of the invention to provide an apparatus which

may be activated from a rembte location for initiating the capture of images by the

Sevice.

Other objects and features will be readily apparent from the drawings and

detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TI{E DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a basic facsimile camera configuration for capturing

an image via a camera and transmitting it via Group-III facsimile transmission to a

standard hard copy medium.

Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory storage capability,

permitting storage and optional review or viewing of the image prior to tansmission.

Fig. 3 is similar to Figs. I and2, but incorporates a data compression scheme

for increasing the capacity of the memory and for increasing efficiency of transmission.

Fig. 4 includes the capture and tansmission configuration of Fig. 2, wrth

multiple transmission format capability including Group-III facsimile, personal

computer, modem, parallel and serial transmission schemes.

Fig. 5 is an exemplary schematic diagram supporting the configurations shown

in each of Figs. 1-4.

Figs. 6.4', 68, and 6C, are block diagrams of the physical components of

desktop, portable and comprehensive console embodiments of the invention,

respectively.

Fig. 7A and 7B are perspective drawings of a hand held device for capturing,

storing and transmitting an image in accordance with the invention (new drawings to

replace Frassinito design.

Figs. 8A-8L (Formerly Fig. 12) comprises a schematic diagram for an

exemplary embodiment of the circuit for supporting the subject invention.

Fig. 9 is a diagram of the various niggering sequence options.
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The image capture andfiansmission system ofthe zubject invention is suited for

capturing one or more single frame analog image or a digital image data signal and

transmitting the captured signal via any of a plurality of transmission schemes to a

remote receiving station where the image is downloaded in a suitable format for

viewing and printing on hard paper copy, a CRT screen image, or other medium. The

system is particularly well suited for sending and/or receiving images via a standard

Group III facsimile transmission system and permits capture of the image at a remote

location using an analog or digital camera. Two generic configrnations are shown and

described, the first, where each image is transmitted as it is captured, and the second,

which permits capture, storage, and selective recall of captured images for tansmission.

The invention also contemplates a portable storage medium, wherein the captured

stored. medium may be removed from the capture device and archived for later use.

While a system for black and white (gray tones) for Group-III facsimile tansmission

is described in detail herein, the invention could be readily adapted to transmission of

color images utilizing the teachings of the present invention using industry standard

color video standards and circuits. Both portable, or hand held, and stationary, or

desktop, units are described. The circuitry utilized for both is configurations is

identical , but stationary configurations do not need a battery.

Figs. 1-5 are circuit configuration diagrams for the various capttre, storage and

transmission schemes. The physical embodiments utilized to employ the teachings of

the schemes taught in Figs. 1-5 are not limited. Figs. 6-10 are exemplary physical

embodiments of the subject invention.

Tuming now to Fig. 1, the simplest embodiment of the invention incorporates

a standard analog or digital camera device 10 for capturing a visual image in the typical

fashion. The camera l0 may be operator activated as indicatedat12, or may be

programmed to be activated at selected intervals or in response to certain conditions.

For exampleo a motion detector may be utilized to activate the camera l0 in a

surveillance installation. Once activated, the camera 10 captures a visual image in

typical fashion through a lens (see lens l92,for example, in Fig. 7A). In the illustated
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embodiment, the captured image is then tansmitted to a gray scale bit map memory

device 16, from uihich it is outpr,rt io a half+one conversion scheme 18 to be input into

gbinary bit map 20 for formatting the captured image in a configuration suitable for

tansmission via a Group-III facsimile system. The signal generated at22by the binary

bit map 20 is input into a Group-III encoding and compression network 24 for

generating an output signal at 26 which is intoduced into a Group-III protocol

transmission device 28. The output at 30 of the transmission device 28 is then

ftansmitted into any standard transmission interface such as, by way of example, hard

line telephonic hansmissiorq cellular hansmission, radio signal, satellite transmission

or other hansmission system 32 via a modem or similar device, as needed(as

diagrammatically illustrated at29), to be received via a compatible interface by a

remote Group-III receiving system 34. The Group-III receiving system 34 is a typical

Group-III facsimile system comprising a Cnoup-III receiver 36, decoder and

decompressor 38 and binary bit map 40, from which a facsimile hmd copy such as plain

paper copy 42 may be generated.

This configuration is particularly well suited where real near time transmission

is desired, for example when the system is operator contolled and a "real timeo' image

is desired at a remote location. An example of such a system may be a photo-

identification confirmation of an apprehended suspect in law enforcement use, or

transmission of images of damaged assets for insurance purposes, or transmission of

images of consfiuction job site conditions. This configuration is also well suited for use

in those applications where a sensor activates the system and real time fansmission of

the sensed condition is desired. An example of such a system would be a motion

activated camera in a surveillance location, where the image is immediately tansmitted

to a remote monitoring station. Of course, it will be readily understood by those who

are skilled in the art that tagging a transmitted image with information such as, by way

of example, date, time and location" can be incorporated in the transmitted signal so that

a receiving station could monitor a plurality of remote image data capture systems.

This is also useful for reviewing a body of previously stored or printed images to

determine the time and location of such image.
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The embodiment of Fig. 2 is similarto Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory and

optional operator viewer sygy'm. The image is captured by the camera l0 and

mnditioned by the gray scale bit map 16, as in Fig. 1. In this embodimento the output

44 of the bit map 16 is input into a standard digital memory device 46 for later recall.

This configuration is particularly well suited for applications where near real time

ftansmission of the image either is not required or is not desirable. It will be noted that

with the exception of the insertion of the memory device 46 and the optional viewer

device 48, the capture and tansmission system of Fig. 2 is identical to that shown and

described in Fig. 1. Once the image is captured by the camera 10 and is presented at

44 to the memory device 46, it is stored for later recall and tansmission. The specific

tlpe of memory device is optional and may include, for example, an SRAM device, a

DRAIvl, Flash RAfuI, hard drive, floppy dish PCMCIA format removable memory (see,

for example, the PCM Ue,ca&6in Fig. 7A), writeable optical media or other storage
,t

device. The memory may selectively capture images, as indicated by the operator

interface/capture interface 52, or may be progftlrnmed to selectively capture periodic

images or all images. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, an optional viewer device

48 is provided. This permits the operator to recall and view all or selective images

before transmission,.as indicated by the operator interfacelrecall interface 54. This

permits the operator to review all images retained in the memory 46 and transmit

selective images, as desired, to the Group-III transmission system. The remainder of

the system of Fig. 2 operates in the same manner as the configuration shown and

described in Fig. 1.

The configuration of Fig. 3 incorporates all ofthe feahres of Figs. I and 2, and

additionally, includes an interim data compression and decompression scheme to permit

increased utilization of the memory or storage medium 46. As shown in Fig. 3, an

interim format compressor 56 is inserted between the gray scale bit map 16 and the

memory device 45. This permits compression and reduction of the data required to

store the image, effectively increasing the capacity of the storage device. It is an

objective of the storage device to preserve the gray scale quality of the image for

viewing at the location of capture. An interim format decompression device 58 is
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inserted between the output of the memory device 46 and the rest of the system,

whqtherthe optional vieweraS'(utilized, orthe output is entered directly into the half-

6ne convertor 18. The interim compression/decompression scheme is particularly

useful when all of the image data is to be permanently archived, or when limited

capacrty portable media are used, such as, by way of example, floppy disks or a portable

PCMCIA card. It will be noted that the remainder of the system shown in Fig. 3 is

identical to the system shown and described in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 illustates the use of the image capture and/or retention configured in

any of the optional embodiments of Figs. l-3 and adapted for use in combination with

any of a variety of tansmitting and receiving schemes such as, by way of example, the

Group-III system shown in Figs. 1-3, a modem, direct connection to a personal

computer, serial or parallel transmission, or any selected tansmitting/receiving

protocol. This illusnation demonsfates the versatility ofthe system once the image has

been captured, converted and conditioned by the image capture device of the subject

invention. Specifically, once the image is captured by the camera 10 and conditioned

by the gray scale bit map 16, it may be stored and tansmitted, or transmitted "real time"

via any hansmitting and receiving scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 the image capture

device includes the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 48 for incorporating

maximum capability. However, any ofthe schemes of Figs. l-3 would be suitable for

producing a transmittable signal. In the embodiment shown, a format select interface

switch 60 is positioned to receive the fully conditioned signal on line 59. This would

permit either automated or manual selection of the fransmitting protocol, including the

Group-III facsimile system previously described in connection with Figs. l-3, as

indicated by selecting format select switch 60 position A; or PC modem protocol as

illustrated by the JPEG compressor 62 and protocol generator 64, as indicated by

selecting format select switch position B; or the wavelet compressor and PC modem

protocol, as illustated by the wavelet compressor 66 and PC modem protocol generator

68 by selecting switch position C; or any selected conversion network 65, (if needed)

with a compatible compressor 67 (if needed) and compatible protocol generator 75 (if

needed), as indicated by switch position D; or a serial protocol scheme 77, with serial
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drivers 79 directly to a hardwire{personal computer 81 by selecting switch position E.

Ofbourse, it will be readily unilerstood by those skilled in the art that one or a pluratity
p
of transmitting protocols may be simultaneously selected. Depending on the protocol

selected, the signal output is generated at the selected output module and introduced to

a cornmunications interface module 83 via a modem or other device, as needed, for

transmission via a transmission system to a compatible receiving station such as the

Group-III facsimile device 34, the personal computer 85, the video telephone 89, and/or

other server or receiving device 9l for disfiibution.

An exemplary circuit supporting the configurations of Figs. 1-4 is shown in

Fig. 5. With specific reference to Fig. 5, an analog camera is indicated by the " video

in" signal at70. Typically, the video signal is a composite video/sync signal. The

diagram shows all ofthe signal processing necessary to sync up to an NTSC signal 70

coming out of the analog camera and processed for introduction into an integral RAM

memory 7l and/or a portable RAM memory via interface 73. An analog to digital

(A/D) converter 74 converts the video portion of the analog signal from the camera and

produces the digital signal for output at line 76. The digital output data on path 76 is

introduced into a data multiplexer circuit 81 and into the RAM memory unit(s) 71,72.

In the exemplary emSodiment, the portable RAM memory 72is animage card such as,

by way of example, a PCMCIA SRAM card or a PCMCIA Flash RAM card. However,

it wilt be readily understood that any suitable RAM memory configuration can be used

within the teachings of the invention. It is desirable to store compressed rather than raw

data in card72 because of space and fransmission speed factors.

As the signal at 70 is introduced into ttre circuit, the sync detector 78 strips the

sync signal portion offof the video signal. The sync signal drives the video address

generator 80 for providing a signal used to generate an address signal at the address

multiplexer circuit 82for synchronizing the scanned in video signal with the locations

in RAM to define each frame to be captured. The read/write control 84 controls the

coordination of the sync signal 83 with the video signal to define a full frame.

Basically, when the camera is activated either by the operator or by automation, the

system processor 86 detects the initiation of the camera and capture sequence and sends
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a signal via line 88 to the read/write control 84. The read/write control then monitors

thejncoming video signal 83 tdfind the horizontal and vertical sync pulse to identiff

*re beginning of a frame. The read/write contol then initiates vrrriting to memory at the

RAM devices to initiate capture of the frame. The read/write control continues to

"write" to memory until the appropriate sync signal is received, indicating the end of

the frame. At this point a single frame is captured in RAM 7l and/or on the portable

medium RAM 72.

This frame may now be output from the system via any of the available

transmitting schemes. In the exemplary embodiment, the processor 86 may be any

processor or such as a microprocessoror DSP, with sufficient capability to perform the

described functions. The processor bus is indicated at 87. The circuity supporting the

processor comprises the processor chip 86 and the control store memory (ROM, Flash

RAM, PROM, EPROM or the like) 92for storing the software pro$am executed by

the processor. It will be understood that other memory devices could be utilized

without departing from the spirit of the invention. For example, a Flash RAM would

permit flexibility and replacement of the program for upgrades and enhancements. The

user interface commands are generated and interpreted by the software that is being

executed by the procgssor 86.

The display unit 94 is connected through a typical interface 96, andprovides

visual user interface at the camera body to give the operator a visual read-out of the

status of the collection and transmission of a selected frame. In the exemplary

embodiment, the display unit is atwo line, multi-character LCD display, but other sizes

or technology displays could be readily incorporated, depending, for example, on the

amount of graphics desired in the display module. The bank of operator buttons and/or

switches 98 are connected to the system through the button interface 100.

The general purpose contol regrster 102 serves as a latch and permits control

bits to be inhoduced from the processor 86 to the tansmitting systems or to tansfer

status bits from the ftansmitting systems back to the processor in the well known

manner. The modem 104 may be any of a variety of widely available modems or

modem chip sets currently in commercial use. The modem should support CCITT
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To'o 
III fax format for transmission to Gr*p III fax machines. once the signal is

* irihoduced into the modem 104, it is handled in typical fashion to provide input/output
transmissions: (l) from the subject device to a hardwired telephonic line as indicated
at ll4' (2) from the subject device to the external facsimile machine as indicated at
116' or (3) from the subject device to an external wireless device telephone as indicated
at 130' The specific selection is confrolled by the user at button module 9g in
conjunction with the processor g6.

An isolation transformer 110 is provided to isolate the circuitry connected to
external communications circuit from the circuituy of the subject device. The relays at
108 and rl2 petmit patching directly into the hardwired telephonic line and to the
telephone company system as indicated at ll4,to an external handset or fax machine
at 116' or to the modem 104, whereby facsimile data can be sent and received via the
modem' These relays could be mechanical or solid state. The relay I lg is connected
to atone source 120 forproviding an audible tone signaling to the user that the system
is being used for transmitting or receiving a captured image.

with specific reference to the circuitry associated with relay ll2, rtwill be
noted that when the handset is switched away from the phone line to the tone source,
the modem transformer 110 is switched to the telephone line I14. This blocks normal
audio telephone service and permits the hansmission of an image signal from the RAM
devices 7l or T2,through the modem 104, and to the telephone line 114.

In the exemplary embodiment, a stand alone facsimile machine can be
connected through the efiernal handset jack at 116. with relay 112 set to activate
telephone seryice and the tone generator 120 disconnected, the relay l0g can be set in
either of two positions. The first position, as drawn" connects the facsimile machine
at jack 116 to the telephone line, permitting standard facsimile tansmission. The
second or altemative position permits the modem 104 tofiansmit the image data signal
directly to the facsimile machine at jack 116, for prouiding an archive copy or the like.
In this configuration, the facsimile machine will operate as a local printer for printing
the caphfed images' signal source 120 may be used as a ringing voltage generator for
signaling such facsimile machine prior to connection.
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Sver a cellular telephone, radio frequency, satellite transmission or the like. In the

exemplary embodiment, the specific configuration for a cellular telephone interface is

shown in detail. The amplifiers 122,124 arrylifu the input of the modem 104 and are

controlled by the FETs 126,lzS,respectively. The FETs are controlled by the control

register 102 and allow selection ofthe audio either coming in from the cellular interface

130 or from the telephone line 104 to the modem. This permits the cellular phone to

be used for three distinct functions: (l) as an audio telephone, (2) as a transmitting

system for tansmitting the captured image and related signals via a cellular system, and

(3) for receiving incoming transmissions to the processor such as remote control,

remote configuration, or images.

In the exemplary embodiment, the image cwd72 is a DRAM card or non-

volatile storage card such as a Flash RAM or the like and provides a removable medium

for storing the image data as either raw or compressed data. The card can also be used

to store compressed data sent into the system via extemal facsimile transmission. As

illustrated, the system is capable of both sending and receiving image data via Group-III

fax or other protocol, By incorporating the digital to analog (D/A) converter into the

system and pulling the signal from the RAM 71 (or portable RAM 72),the signal can

be displayed right at the camera viewfinder 134 or other display device connected at

port 138. A sync generator 136 is incorporated to provide synchronization of incoming

data in the same manner. The sync detector 78 is utilized to define a frame-by-frame

correlation of the data generated by the camera at the video input 70 for storage to

memory 7l or72.

Any standard power source may be utilized, including replaceable or

rechargeable batteries 141, or an AC adaptet 142. The AC adapter is particularly

suitable for deskfop applications.

The exemplary embodiment includes a speaker or other audio transducer 144

for emitting a detectable signal whenever the user interface merits its use, such as user

induced errors, system errors, user attention getting and the like.

In order to send a facsimile transmission over a typical Group-III Facsimile
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the video address generator signal. In the

&csimile tansmitting mode, the processor accesses the RAM and manipulates the data

representing eaoh frame image. For example, the processor will perform the gray scale

to halftone conversions described in connection with Figs. 1-4 to prepare the signal for

facsimile fiansmission. The pnocessor can also perform image compression and output

the image as a gray scale. In the facsimile tansmission mode, once the half tone

conversion is completed, the processor executes a code for performing a bi-level

compression of the data and the signal representing the frame data is output over line

90, through the multiplexer 81 and over the processor bus 87 to the processor 86, then

to modem 104 for tansmission. Other memory and processor con{igurations could be

used without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention, as will be recognized

by those skilled in the art.

Various physical configwations of the invention are shown in Figs.TA & 78.

Figs. 6,{, 68 and 6C are block diagrams for desktop and portable units. Figs. 7A and

78 iillustrate the subject invention as incorporated in a standard 35 millimeter type

camera housing.

A basic desl$op system is shown in Fig. 64., and includes a console unit having

a telephone jack 152, an extemal telephone connection I 54 and a video input/camera

power jack 156 for connecting the analog camera 10. A facsimile machine may be also

connected atjack 154 to provide local printer capability. The configuration shown in

Fig. 68 is a basic portable system, with a battery powered portable module 160 having

a self-contained power source 162. The system may include an integral RAM and/or

the removable memory module as indicated by the image cud72. The camera 10 may

be an integral feature of the portable module 160, or may be a detached unit, as desired.

In this embodiment, a cellular telephone 164 is provided with a data jack 166 for

connecting to the output jack 168 of the module, whereby the image data signal may be

transmitted via the cellular telephone to a remote facsimile machine over standard

cellular and telephone company facilities. When incorporating the circuitry of Fig. 5,

the cellular phone may be used as both an input and an output device, and incoming
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data or. stored images may be viewed through the viewfinder 170.

Fig. 6C shows a comprdhensive desk or stationary configuration incorporating
ti

3ll of the features supported by the circuitry of Fig. 5. As there shown, the control

module I72 is adapted for receiving the image cad72 and is powered by an AC power

adapter as indicated at1,42. The camera l0 is connected to the module via a hardwired

connection at jack 174. Amonitor 176 is provided for viewing data images. A video

cassette recorder 178 is provided and may be used as an arxiliary input device for the

images tansmitted from the system. The facsimile machine 180 can be used as a local

printer, or can be used to send facsimiles transmissions in the well-known manner.

Direct connections to the telephone line system are provided at jack 182. The

FA)Vphone jack 186 can be connected to a facsimile machine 180 and/or a standard

telephone 184, where the public telephone system can be accessed. A data jack 188 is

used to connect to a cellular telephone or the cellular modem, or other wireless device

for transmission or reception of image data.

Tuming now to Figs. 7A and 78, the camera body 190 is similar to a standard

35 millimeter camera housing and is adapted to receive a standard lens 192 with a

viewfinder 194. The electonics are housed inthe casing inthe areanormally occupied

by the film and film advancing implements. The operator interface button keys 98 are

housed within the housing and may be positioned on the back plate 196 of the body.

Fig.-8. The LCD unit may be positioned to be visible through the viewfinder 194 or

may be in a separate back window 198. The memory cad72 is positioned in a slot 200

provided in a sidewall of the camera body. This camera has the appearance of a

standard SLR 35 millimeter camera. In addition, where desired, an integral cellular

phone can be incorporated in the camera housing and tansmission can be sent directly

from the camera housing to a remote receiving station. The keypad for the telephone

is indicated at202.

Fig. 8 is an illustration of an exemplary schematic diagram for the circuit of

a system according to the teaching of the invention as specifically taught in the diagram

of Fig. 5. Pin numbers, wiring hamesses and components are as shown on the drawing.

Fig. 8, part A, is the system interconnect and shows the cental processor board 300, the
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video board 302,the power bop 304 and the CRT elecfronic interconnect board 306.

lhe telephone interface is provided at 307. Board 308 is the audio connector board.3
Board 310 is the serial connector board and board 312 is the video connector board.

Fig. 8, part B contains the audio logic, with audio AO at3l4. \\e audio amplifiers are

designated 316 and 318. A microphone connector is provided at32},with preamptifier

circuit 322. Audio switches are provided at 324 and 326. Summing circuit 328

provides audio summing. The serial RAM for audio is designated 330. Fig. 8, part C

includes the camera module 332 andthe camera contol digital to analog convertor 334.

Amplifier 336 is the video buffer. Module 338 is the carnera shutter contol resistor.

Fig. 8, part D contains the cental processor unit 340. Voltage in is at 342,

with the power switch at FET 344. Power shutdown is provided at the video shutdown

bit346. The video connector is designated at 348. Pin I is switched five volts out to

video logic. Pins 2-9 are connected to the video data bus and pins 10-22 are video

control signals. Buffers 350 and 352 arc the video board VO isolation buffers. As

shown, pin 19 ofbuffer 352 is the output enable and is connected to the video shutdown

bit346. Line 354 is bus enable. Pin A0 of buffer 350 is the direction control signal and

pins Al-A7 are connected to the processor data bus. Pins I0-I7 of buffer 352 are also

connected to the processor bus.

The system DRAM memory is designated 356. The processor I/O module is

designated 358 and the I/O decoder is provided at 360. A non-volatile RAM 362

provides system parameters. The processor oscillator is shown at364 and a real time

clock at366. Contoller 368 is the RAM card controller. The PCMCIA socket for the

RAM card is shown at 370aand 370b. The modem is designate d 372. The serial

controller is shown at 374 with serial controller oscillator 376. Module 378 is a

memory module. A signal buffer is provided at 380, and an address decoder at382.

Connectors are designated at 384, 386 and 388.

Fig. 8, part E shows the modem board connector at390, the glue logic PLD at

392 andthe glue logic module at394. Module 396 is the synchronous/asynchronous

serial conholler. Circuit 398 is the signal multiplex relay and circuit 400 is the

transmit/?TT relay. Bypass relays are shown at 402. Relay 404 is the digital mode
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relay. Transformer 406 is the aujio isolation transformer. Circuit 408 provides a low

spegd data filter. The line tlrivers are designated 410 and the line rectifiers are

Sesignated 412, respectively. Connector 414 provides radio/serial data connection.

Fig. 8, partF shows the status LED's 416 andthe PCMCIA door open switch

418. Fig. 8, part G shows the power switches 420. Fig.8, part H is the battery pack

422.

Fig. 8, part I is the power supply. The rechargeable battery connection is

shown at 424, with DC power input at 426. Aninternal battery/extemal DC input

hpnsfer relay is provided at 430. The signal for the power switch on the removable

disk drive access door is on pins 3,4 of connector 428. The voltage IN regulator is

designated at432,with the processor voltage regulator designated 434. \\e processor

power control bit is at 436. The system power control bit is at 438, with the system

voltage regulator at 440. The video power control bits are at 442 and,444, with the

video voltage regulators at446 and 4S,respectively. Battery 450 is the real time clock

battery. Connector 452 is the battery charger connector. Connector 454 connects

processor power, system power, regulated battery power and real time clock power, as

shown. Connector 456 connects video power. The power sequencer circuit is at 458.

Fig. 8, part J shows the direct access armngement to a land line telephone at

460 and the video viewfinder circurfiy (CRT electonics) at462.

Fig. 8, part K is the video contol circuifiy. The video input amplifier is

designated at464. The composite video sync stipper is designatedat466. The video

FW timing pulse generator is at 468 and the video phase lock loop at470. The register

472is the video control register. Circuit 4T4proudeprogrammable video filters-edge

enhancers, with the FET switch designated at 476. The video filter circuit is at 478 and

the video filter is at 480. The video reference digltal to analog circuit is shown at 482,

with the video analog to digital circuit at484 and the video analog to digital data out

buffer at 486. The voltage reference circuit is designated at 488.

Fig. 8, part L shows the push button control switches as 490 and 492. T\e

keyboard display is designated 494, and the microcontroller 496 is the keyboard and

keyboard display microcontroller. The backlight circuity is designatedat0gS,with the
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back light control at 500. Mogule 502 is the LCD module.
"f

@ The circuity supports any of the preferred configurations from a basic real

time tansmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system supporting both

land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary data at both a

local and remote station.

The subject invention also pennits digitized collection of audio signals thnough

the use of an internal microphone, and extemal input device, a cellular telephone, land

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an extemal out jack

to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or

other communication system.

The digitized image and audio capture features permit association of audio

with an image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with the image

includes GPS from either internal or extemal GPS devices, date and time, and text

which may be input from an integrated keyboard or from a remote location.

It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of

images in an interim storage format including raw video, interim gray scale format

and/or half tone format. The image can also be stored in the selected output mode, such

as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile capability of the

system permits fransmission of captured data to a standard biJevel facsimile machine

such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color facsimile systems, as

well as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way of example, personal

computers and network seryers. The data may be tansferred in any of a variety of

formats and protocols including JPEG, FAX, 
"*"rein11r;/ioruUrO 

formats, wavelets

and data protocols. The invention is adapted to oprri" in multiple modes, with a

unitary capture and send mode or separate capture and store, and send modes.

In the preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected

image, video, audio, and other data such as a GPS signal, with a real time clock and

added text. This permits the complete historical data to be tansmitted simultaneously

with the image signal.
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It is contemplated that the system of the invention would be self-contained

with an integral power unit suchhs a rechargeable battery source or the like. Therefore,
v\

$e system is adapted to power up when in use and power down when not activated,

preserving power during idle time. The power systems forthe video camera, the video

input circuits and converters, the modem or other fiansmission devices and other high

drain components may be isolated and only powered when needed. This also permits

use of ancillary functions, such as use as a cellular telephone, to proceed without

&aining the porrer source by powering idle components. The processor clock ratemay

also be slowed down during idle mode to further conserve power.

Where desired, the system also includes cnmera operation contol capability

through the use of a digitaVanalog network for converting digital commands to analog

signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, and other

functions of the camera from a local input device, a remote device or as programmed

functions. The central processor may also be used to control camera shutter rate. Other

camera features and parameters which may be contolled in this numner are compressor

resolution (hrgtr, medium, low), field/frame mode, color or monochrome, image spatial

resolution (640x430,320x240, for example), lens and camera adjusfinents, input

selection where multiple cameras are used and the like.

When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of

example, a cellulartelephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest of the system

to permit independent use, and independent power up and power off and other cellular

phone functions.

In operatiorU the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and

send of images, but may also be fully automated to capfure, dial and send, for example,

on a timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor or from a remote

tigger device. The remote trigger may be activated by an incoming telephone signal,

for example. The remote device may also be use for remote loading and downloading

of firmware, &d of the programmable devices, as well as to provide remote

configr.ration of sampling modes dwing both the capture and the send functions.

Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the
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present invention. Fig. 9 is ad-iagram illusfiating exemplary sampling techniques in

accbrdance with the teachings of the invention. As shown in Fig. 9, the time sequence
Q

is indicated by the Time Line: tl, a...frr, with a szmple at each time interval, as

indicated by Sl...Sn. For purposes of illushation, the niggering event occurs at time

interval tl0. Based on the predetermined programming of the system, images will start

to be collected upon higgering even! as shown at2l0, for a predetermined period prior

to and after frigger, as shown at2l2,or immediately preceding the trigger, as shown at

2L4. This permits "circular image storage" without requiring that all images be

collected and stored in order to look at events surrounding a friggering event. The

technique is also very useful when multiple overlapping zones are monitored by

multiple devices and it is desirable to sequence from device to device without losing

any critical images.

This is particularly useful when friggering events are used to initiate

fransmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example,

if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at

the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The

circuity of the subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be utilized

depending upon applfcation, such as prior to an after higger, only after trigger or only

before trigger. Again, as an example, it may desirable to look primarily at images

captured before a triggering event if the event is a catastrophic event such as an

explosion or the like. Other circular sampling techniques may be employed, as well,

incorporating multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are sampled

depending upon the time frame in a sequence of events.

Other configurations are contemplated and are within the teachings of the

invention. While specific embodiments have been shown and described herein, it will

be understood that the invention includes all modifications and enhancements within

the scope and spirit of the claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image

a remote receiving station, the image processing system

Ani capture device;a.

b.

c.

d. a zubprocessor for

ions device adapted for transmitting the data

for generating a datasignal representing the image;

signal to the

signal representing the

a Group-III facsimile compatible

signal.

2. The image processing system of claim 1, further including a memory for

receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the comrmlrications device is adapted

for recalling the stored data signal from memory.

3. The ifnage processing system of claim 1, wherein said memory is a

removable random access medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

4. The image processing system of claim l, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

5.

comprises:

A gray scale

A half tone

A

A

!r

a.

b.

c. A binary bit
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6. The

included an integrated
6

system of claim l, wherein there is further

associated with the communications device.

t-,*i a

l*j:t

rsqt

;*,: F.qs
LrL

;"

'.4[

7. The image system of claim 1, further comprising a housing

for housing all of the elemen in an integrated body.

of claim 1, wherein said image capture8. The image processing

device is a digital camera.

o/trtr^ flc crft/u(+, Jrrr., t.cL/'r
9. The image processing system of claim 2,4#er-ineludi*gra view

screen for viewing the captured and stored image.

1 0 . The image processing system of claim I , further including a facsimile

receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local printer for

reproducing the captured image in hard copy.

1 1. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the processor is

adapted for generatirfg a signal in any of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein

the communications device is adapted for fiansmitting the signal in the prcper protocol

to a remote, compatible receiving station.

12. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein:

a. The image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;

b. The processor further comprises:

i. An analog to digital converter;

ii. A sync detector and a video address generator for

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;
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iii. 
, 

.,r A random access memory for receiving and storing the

q [0 conbefted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame;
t&

iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored

in the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station;

c. A communications device for tansmitting the signal

15 in the proper protocol to the compatible receiving station.

13. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the system is of

H modular constuction, and the camera, the processor and the communications device are

{i each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining

ti; the assembled system.

lii a U. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising an audio

4q't signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in conelation with the'*jf".|

l_* captured video signal.

i l4t

iLi t

{i? 15. Thi image processing system of claim l, further comprising a data

processor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data signal.

16. The image processing system of claim 2, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a raw video format.

17. The image processing system of claim 2, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a compressed format.

18. The image processing system of claim 2, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a half-tone format.
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19. The image..pfocessing system of claim l, wherein the remote

Fceiving station is a standard bi-level facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol.

20. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote

receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a gray-scale format and protocol.

21. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote

receiving station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in

a full color format and protocol.

22. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote

receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital.

23. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising an self-

contained power source for powering the system.

24. The image processing system of claim 1, further including control

apparatus for remotely conholling operating functions of the image capture device.

25. The image processing system of claim24,wherein said image capture

device is a camera with a shuttered lens and where said conbof upp*ulil/#i
combination of lens direction, iris, focus and shutter speed.

26. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising an input

device for contolling the processot configuration from a remote location.

27. The image processing system o-f claim 1, wherein said image capture'o$
device may be controlled to caphre a plurality images in controlled order.

 

/+

A
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28. The image pro,pessing system ofctaim 26, wherein said. image capflre

defrce may be contolled to capture aplurality of images in a confiolled order.
@

29. A self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual

image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;

b. A processor for generatng a data signal representing the

image;

c. A communications device adapted for hansmitting the data

signal to the remote receiving station, wherein the system is of modular construction,

and the camera, the processor and the communications device axe each independent,

functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining the assembled

system.

30. The image processing system of claim 29, further including a memory

for receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is

adapted for recallingihe stored data signal from memory.

31. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein said memory is a

removable random access medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

32. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digitat signal.
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\' 33. The image processing system of claim 29, fixlher including a

subprocessor for generating a Qroup-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

., {igftal signal.

_ 34. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein the subprocessor
k

comprises:

a. A gray scale bit map;

b. A half tone converter: and

5 c. A binary bit map.

L#
lii*;

il:i 35. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein there is further
.*tn
oqal

ili'! included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device.
s""!
,t:r si
a:'t

'*if 36. The image processing system of claim 29, further comprising a housing

'j*: 
o .c^- L^,,^:-- ^lr ^f +L^ ^r^-^-e- ^f rr-,s# for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body.

l! c

l'*
ii id 37. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein said image capture.r$

* device is a digital camera.

38. The image processing system of claim 30, further including a view

screen for viewing the captured and stored image.

39, The image processing system of claim 29, wherein the processor is

adapted for generating a signal in any of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein

the communications device is adapted for nansmitting the signal in the proper protocol

to a remote, compatible receiving station.

40. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein:

a. The image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;
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b. The procgssor further comprises:

''r i. An analog to digital converter;
{s ii. A sync detector and a video address generator for

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the

converted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame;

iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored in

the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station;

c. A communications device for transmitting the signal in the
a

proper protocol to the compatible receiving station.

41. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein the processor routine

converts the signals to a Group-III facsimile protocol, the system further including a

facsimile modem for accepting the signal and tansmitting to the compatible receiving

station.

42. The image processing system of claim 29, further including a hardwired

fransmission system and awireless fansmission system associated with the modem and

a switching device for selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless

transmission system.

43. The image processing system of claim 40, further including a local

facsimile receiving system associated with the modem for providing local hard copy of

the stored image signals in the memory.

44. The image processing system of claim 43, firttrer including a switching

device for selectively activating and deactivating the local facsimile receiving system.

t5
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45. The image processing system of claim 40, wherein the wireless
,r

traqsmission system is a cellul#telephone system and wherein the wired transmission

Sstem is a land line telephone system, and wherein the processing system further

includes and integral cellular telephone and/or and integral land line telephone, and

wherein each of said telephones is capable of operating in a standard telephonic format

for receiving incoming and tansmitting outgoing audio calls.

46. The image processing system of claim 45, firttrer including an intemrpt

device to prohibit use of the telephones in a standard telephonic mode whenever image

data signals are being hansmitted.

41 . The image processing system of claim 45, wherein the intemrpt device

further includes a tone generator for generating an audible signal when in the intemrpt

mode.

48. The image processing system of claim 40, further including an integral

viewer for viewing the images stored in the memory.

49. The image processing system of claim 40, wherein the memory is a

removable memory medium which may be selectively removed from the system.

50. The image processing system of claim 49, wherein the removable

memory medium comprises a PCMCIA card memory.

51. The image processing system of claim 29,fixther comprising an audio

signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with the

captured video signal.
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52. The image propdssing system of claim 29, fixther comprising a data
^'lj:

Brocessor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data signal.

53, The image processing system of claim 30, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a raw video format.

54. The image processing system of claim 30, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a compressed format.

55. The image processing system of claim 30, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a half-tone format.

56. The image processing system ofclaim 30, whereinthe remote receiving

station is a standard bi-level facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated

in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol.

57. The image processing system of claim 29, whereinthe remote receiving

station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a

gray-scale format and protocol.

58. The image processing system of claim 29, further comprising an self-

contained power source for powering the system.

59. The image processing systemofclaim 58, wherein said communications

device is adapted to be used independently of the image capture device and the

processor, and wherein the power supply is adapted for isolating the power to the

communications device from the power to the image capture device and processor.
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60. The image procg.psrng system of claim 59, further including a power
t

e, - initlation device associated with the image capture device and the processor, wherein
*

; 
the power to the image captnre device and the processor is off when the initiation " '

device is not activated.

61. The image processing system of claim 59, wherein the power initiation

device is user contolled.

62. The image processing system of claim 59, further including a higger
#eit,r device for activating the power initiation device.
idi
il*
dcn:

*f1 63. The image processing system of claim 62, wherein the trigger device is
fl::;,", a umer.
l,l b'

rt

f64. The image processing system of claim 62,wherein said higger device
*r

l"* is niggered by the presence of an image to be captured.

idid'$ 65. The image processing system of claim 64, wherein said trigger devicerirrri

is a motion sensor.

66. The image processing system of claim 29, firther including conhol

apparatus for remotely confolling operating functions of the image capture device.

67. The image processing system of claim 66, wherein said image capture

device is a camera with a shuttered lens and where said control apparatus any

combination of lens direction, iris, focus and shutter speed.

68. The image processing system of claim 29, further comprising an input

device for controlling the processor configuration from a remote location.
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\' 69. The image processing system of claim 29, wherein said image capture

device may be conholled to caplpufe a plurality images in controlled order.
1

I
70. A self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image

and nansmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;

b. A processor for generating adatasignal representing the image;

c. A communications device adapted fortransmitting the data signal

to the remote receiving station;

d. A wireless fansmission system between the communications

device and the compatible receiving station.

71. The image processing system of claim 70, further including a memory

for receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is

adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory.

72. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein said memory is a

removable random aicess medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

73. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

74. The image processing system of claim 70, further including a

subprocessor for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

digital signal.
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The image proc"psbing system of claim 70, wherein the subprocessor

a. A gray scale bit map;

b. A half tone converter; and

c. A binary bit map.

76. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein there is further

included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device.

77. The image processing system of claim 70, further comprising a housing

for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body.

78. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein said image capture

device is a digital camera.

79. The image processing system of claim 71, further including a view

screen for viewing the captured and stored image.

80. The image processing system of claim 74, further including a facsimile

receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local printer for

reproducing the captured image in hard copy.

81. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein the processor is

adapted for generating a signal in any of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein

the oommunications device is adapted for fiansmitting the signal in the proper protocol

to a remote, compatible receiving station.

82. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein:

a. The image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;

ji* 
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. b. The processor further comprises:

5 i. lrit analog to digital converter;j

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the

convertedo synchronized signal frame-by-frame;

iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored in

the memory to a protocol adapted for hansmission to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station;

c. A communications device for transmitting the signal in the

proper protocol to the compatibte receiving station.

83. The image processing system of claim 82, wherein the processor routine

converts the signals to a Group-III facsimile protocol, the system further including a

facsimile modem for accepting the signal and transmitting to the compatible receiving

station.

84. The image processing system of claim 82, firtlrer including ahardwired

hansmission system and a wireless hansmission system associated with the modem and

a switching device for selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless

transmission system.

85. The image processing system of claim 82, firther including a local

facsimile receiving system associated with the modem for providing local hard copy of

the stored image signals in the memory.

86. The image processing system of claim 85, further including a switching

device for selectively activating and deactivating the local facsimile receiving system.

10

l5
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_E 87. The image proqedsing system of claim 82, further including an integral
4' piewer for viewing the images stored in the memory.

88; The image processing system of claim 82, wherein the memory is a

removable memory medium which may be selectively removed from the system.

89. The image processing system of claim 88, wherein the removable

memory medium comprises a PCMCIA card memory.

js'ftiL; 90. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein the system is of
ri4

,ii! modular construction, and the camera, the processor and the communications device are
J*r rirr: each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining
:il{lt*'*i the assembled svstem.1dt
ii; $
t!

;il,* 91. The image processing system of claim 70, further comprising an audio

i!+

il signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with the

il-ii captured video signal.
. roi
'{*ui

lt,'-;

92. The image processing system of claim 70, further comprising a data

processor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data signal.

93. The image processing system of claim 92, further including an rnput

device for providing text data to the data processor.

94. The image processing system of claim 93, wherein said input device is

user controlled.

95. The image processing system of claim 94, wherein said user controlled

input device is an integral keyboard.
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96. The image proqdsing system of claim 93, said input device comprising
'41

*xeal time clock.

97. The image processing system of claim 93, said input device comprising

a global positioning system.

98. The image processing system of claim 71, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a raw video format.

99. The image processing system of claim 71, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a compressed format.

100. The image processing system of claim 71, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a half-tone format.

101. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein the remote receiving

station is a standard bi-level facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated

in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol.

102. The image processing system of olaim 70, wherein the remote receiving

station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a

gray-scale format and protocol.

103. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein the remote receiving

station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a full color

format and protocol.

104. The image processing system of claim 70, wherein the remote receiving

station is a digital device and the image data is digital.
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105. The image proceFsing system of claim 70, further comprising an self-

codtained power source for powering the system.
&

106. The image processing system of claim 105, wherein said

communications device is adapted to be used independently ofthe image capture device

and the processor, and wherein the power supply is adapted for isolating the power to

the communications device from the power to the image capture device and processor.

' rc7. The image processing system of claim 106, further including a power

initiation device associated with the image capture device and the processor, wherein

the power to the image capture device and the processor is off when the initiation

device is not activated.

108. The image processing system of claim 107, wherein the power initiation

device is user controlled.

109. The image processing system of claim 107, firther including atrigger

device for activating the power initiation device.

110. The image processing system of claim 109, wherein the trigger device

is a timer.

111. The image processing system of claim 109, wherein the trigger device

is triggered by the presence of an image to be captured.

ll2. A self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;

b. A processor for generating a data signal representing the image;
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' c. A communications device adapted for tansmitting the data

*1 signal to the remote reibiving station;
.t. I d. A remote tigger device for activating the processing system to

initiate image capture.

113. The image processing system of claim 112, wherein the remote

receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital.

. ll4. The image processing system of claim 112, further comprising an self-
i*ul9

'*.,i contained power source for powering the system.

i!r;

{i1 115. The image processing system of claim ll4, wherein said
#ir'ir:'i 

communications device is adapted to be used independent$ of the image capture device
itta

s ,a and the processor, and wherein the power supply is adapted for isolating the power to

'*ni +he communications device from the power to the image capture device and processor.td, u

.il lir.it 116. The image processing system of claim 115, further including a power'tsi
il$it'!r's initiation device associated with the image capture device and the processor, wherein

the power to the image capture device and the processor is off when the initiation

device is not activated.

ll7. The image processing system of claim 116, wherein the power initiation

device is user controlled.

118. The image processing system of claim 116, further including a trigger

device for activating the power initiation device.

119. The image processing system of claim 118, wherein the trigger device

is a timer.
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120. The image processing system of claim I18, wherein said trigger device

is triggered by the presence of an image to be captured.
&

121. The image processing system of claim 119, wherein said trigger device

is a motion sensor.

122. The image processing system of claim 112, further including a memory

for receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is

adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory.

123. The image processing system of claim 112, wherein said memory is a

removable random access medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

t24. The image processing system of claim I12, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

125. The image processing system of claim 112, further including a

subprocessor for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

digital signal.

126. The image processing system of claim 125, whercin the subprocessor

comprises:

A gray scale bit map;

A half tone converter: and

A binary bit map.

a.

b.

c.
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" 127' The image P,rdcessing system of claim 112, wherein there is further
ittbtudto an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device.

128 ' The image processing system of claim 1 I 2, further comprising a housing
for housing all of the erements of the system in an integrated body.

129. The image processing system of claim il2, wherein said image capture
device is a digital camera.

130' The image processing system of claim l12, further including a view
screen for viewing the captured and stored image.

131' The image processing system of claim l 12, wherein the processor is
adapted for generating a signal io *y of a plurality of selected protocols and wtrerein
the communications device is adapted for fansmitting the signal in the proper protocol
to a remote, compatible receiving station.

I32. The image processing system of claim 112, wherein:
a' The image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;

b. The processor further comprises:

i. An analog to digital converter;

ii' A sync detector and a video address generator for
synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and
end of the signal to define a still frame:

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the
converted, synchronized signal frame-by_frame;

iv' A processor routine for converting the signals stored in
the memory to a protocol adapted for hansmission to a remote, compatible protocol
receiving station;

10
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' c. A communications device for transmitting the signal in the

proqer protocol to the compatitiie receiving station.

s

133. The image processing system of claim 112, wherein the system is of

modular construction, and the camer4 the processor and the communications device are

each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining

the assembled system.

134. The image processing system of claim 112, furttrer comprising an audio

signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in corelation with the

captured video signal.

135. The image processing system of claim 134, wherein said audio signal

capture device is an input device for receiving an externally generated audio signal.

136. The image processing system of claim 112, further comprising a data

processor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data signal.

137. The image processing system of claim 121, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a raw video format.

138. The image processing system of claim 121, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a compressed format.

139. The image processing system of claim 121, wherein said image data

signal is stored in a half-tone format.

140. The image processing system of claim 112, wherein the remote

receiving station is a standard bi-level facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol.

rkrr"r

..*

irr

i-,it
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l4l. The image processing system of claim I 12, wherein the remote receiving
. .,

stadon is a gray-scale facsimitd machine and the image data signal is generated in a

$ay-scale format and protocol.

142. The image processing system of claim I 12, wherein the remote receiving

station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signat is generated in a fulI color

format and protocol.

143. The image processing system of claim 112, further including control

apparatus for remotely controlling operating functions of the image capture device.

144. A modular image processing system for capturing a visual image and

transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system comprising:

a. A camera component for capturing an image;

b. A processor component for generating a digital signal

representing the image;

c. A communications component adapted for transmitting the

digital image to the remote receiving station; and

d. A unit for housing each ofthe separate components for forming

an assembled system.

145. The system of claim l44,whercin the camera is a hand held system.

146. The system of claim 148, wherein the communications component

comprises a wireless communications device.

147. The system of claim 144, wherein the base unit is a housing

incorporating a standard hand held video camera and is adapted receiving the processor

component and the communications component.

i;.'*i

It
i;n'lt

ll,,-lr,
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148. The image processing system of claim 144, furtlrer including a memory

for""receiving and storing the tlata signal, and wherein the communications device is

Edaptedforrecalling the stored data signal from memory.

149. The image processing system of claim 144, ufierein said memory is a

removable random access medium and whereih the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

1 50. The image processing system of claim | 44, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

151. The image processing system of claim 144, further including a

subprocess or for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

digital signal.

152. The image processing system of claim 144, wherein there is further

included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device.

153. The image processing system of claim 144, further including a view

screen for viewing the captured and stored image.

154. The image processing system of claim 144, including a hardwired

interface between the communications device and the compatible receiving station.

155. The image processing system of elaim 144, includrng a wireless

tansmission system between the communications device and the compatible receiving

station.
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156. The image processing system of claim 144, wherein:

a. The inp$e capture device is an analog video camera for

&enerating a video signal;

b. The processor further comprises:

i. An analog to digital converter;

ii. A sync detector and a video address generator for

synchronizing the digital signal withthe analog signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the

converted, syncbronized signal frame-by-frame;

iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored in

the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station;

c. A eommunications device for transmitting the signal in the

proper protocol to the compatible receiving station.

151. The image processing system of claim 144, wherein the system is of

modular constrrction, and the camera, the processor and the communications device are

each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining

the assembled system.

158. The image processing system of claim 144, firther comprising an audio

signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with the

captured video signal.

159. The image processing system of claim 144, further comprising adata

processor for creating a text data signal assoeiated with said image data signal.

160. The image processing system of claim 144, wherein the remote

receiving station is a standard bi'level facsimile machine and the image data signal is
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generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol.

& 161. The image processing system of claim 144, wherein the remote

receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a gray-scale format and protocol.

162. The image processing system ofclaiml44,wherein the rcmote receiving

station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a fulI color

format and protocol.

163. The image processing system of claim 144, wherein the remote

receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital.

164. The image processing system of claim 144, further comprising an self-

contained power source for powering the system.

165. The image processing system of claim 144, further including control

apparatus for remotely controlling operating functions of the image capture device.

166. The image processing system of claim 165, wherein said image capture

device is a camera with a shuttered lens and where said contol apparatus any

combination of lens direction, iris, focus and shutter speed.

167. The image processing system of claim 144, further comprising an input

device for controlling the processor configuration from a remote location.

168. A self-contained image processing system for capturing avisual image

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;
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5 b. A proceSor for generating a data signal representing the image;

G c. A communications device adapted for tansmitting the data signal

to the remote receiving station;

d. An audio signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio

signal in correlation with the captured video signal.

169. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein said audio signal

capture device is an integral microphone.

$l} 170. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein said audio signal
'dL

!|rur

il;1 capture device is an input device for receiving an extemally generated audio signal.

fiut

i"{ F l7l. The image processing system of claim 168, further comprising a device

l_;i for outputting processed captured audio signal.

172. The image processing system ofclaim 168, wherein said audio processor

$rjj system is adapted foq associating an audio signal with an image signal.

frfi

173. The image processing system of claim 168, firther including a memory

for receiving and storing the data signal, and rryherein the communications device is

adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory.

174. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein said memory is a

removable random access medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

175. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

6*s
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.. 176. The image processing system of claim 168, further lncluding a

subprobess or for generating a GroupJII facsimile compatible signal representing the

digital signal.
&

t77. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein there is further

included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device.

178. The image processing system of claim 168, further comprising a

housing for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body.

179. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein said image capture

device is a digital camera.

180. The image.processing system of claim 168, wherein the processor is

adapted for generating a signal in any of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein

the communications device is adapted for tansmitting the signal in the proper protocol

to a remote, compatible receiving station.

181. Thei processing system of claim 1, wherein:

a. image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;

b. The frrther comprises:

i. An

ii. A sync and a video address generator for

synchronizing the digital signal with the signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;

iii. A access for receiving and storing the

l0 converted, synchronized signal -frame;

iv. A processor routine for the signals stored in

compatible protocolthe memory to a protocol adapted for transmission to a
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commlrnications device for transmitting the signal in the

1,82. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein the system is of

modular construction, and the camera, the processor and the communications device are

each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining

the assembled system.

183. The image processing system of claim 168, further comprising adata

processor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data sienal.

184. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein the remote

receiving station is a standard biJevel facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol.

185. The imageprocessing system ofclaim 168, whereinthe remote receiving

station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a

gray-scale format and protocol.

I 86. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein the remote receiving

station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a full color

format and protocol.

187. The image processing system of claim 168, wherein the remote

receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital.

188. The image processing system of claim 168, further comprising an self-

contained power source for powering the system.
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. 189. The image processing system of claim 168, further including control
?L

qppiuatus for remotely contolling operating functions of the image capture device.g'

190. The image

device for confiolling the

system of claim l, further comprising an input

configuration from a remote location.

191. A self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;

b. A processor for generating adatasignal representing the image;

c. A communications device adapted for tansmitting the data signal

to the remote receiving station, the processor is adapted for generating a signal in any

of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein the communications device is adapted

for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to a remote, compatible receiving

station.

tg2. The image processing system of claim 191, further including a memory

for receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is

adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory.

193. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein said memory is a

removable random access medium and whercin the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

194. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.
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\' 195. The image processing system of claim 191, further including a

subprocess or for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

disital sisnal.

196. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein there is further

included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the conrmunications device.

197 . The image processing system of claim 191, further comprising a housing

for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body.

198. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein said image capture

device is a digital camera.

199. The image processing system of claim 191, further including a view

screen for viewing the captured and stored image.

20A. The image processing system of claim 195, further including a facsimile

receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local printer for

reproducing the captured image in hard copy.

201. The image processing system of claim 191, including a hardwired

interface between the communications device and the compatible receiving station.

202. The image processing system of claim 191, including a wireless

tansmission systembetweenthe communications device andthe compatible receiving

station.

203. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein:

a. The image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;
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. b. The procbssor further comprises: \

i. 
$r 

analoe to digital converter;

"ri ii. A sync detector and a video address generator for

fynchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the

converted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame;

iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored in

the memory to a protocol adapted for tansmission to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station;

c. A communications device for transmitting the signal in the

proper protocol to the compatible receiving station.

204. The image processing system of claim 203, wherein the processor

routine converts the signals to a Group-III facsimile protocol, the system firrther

including a facsimile modem for accepting the signal and tansmitting to the compatible

receiving station.

205. The image processing system ofclaim 203, fiulher including ahardwired

transmission system and awireless tansmission system associated with the modem and

a switching device for selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless

hansmission system.

206. The image processing system of claim 203, further including a local

facsimile receiving system associated with the modem for providing local hmd copy of

the stored image signals in the memory.

207 . The image processing system ofclaim 203, further including a switching

device for selectively activating and deactivating the local facsimile receiving system.
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208. The image processing system of claim 204, wherein {re wireless

ftansmission system is a cellular te[ephone system and wherein the wired transmission
"/

syspm is a land line telephotte system, and wherein the processing system further

frcludes and integral cellular telephone and/or and integral land line telephone, and

wherein each of said telephones is capable of operating in a standard telephonic format

for receiving incoming and transmitting outgoing audio calls.

209. The image processing system ofclaim 208, further including an intemrpt

device to prohibit use of the telephones in a standard telephonic mode whenever image

data signals are being transmitted.

210. The image processing system of claim 208, wherein the intemrpt device

further includes a tone generator for generating an audible signat when in the intemrpt

mode.

2tl. The image processing system of claim 203, firther including an integral

viewer for viewing the images stored in the memory.

212. The image processing system of claim 203, wherein the memory is a

removable memory medium which may be selectively removed from the system.

213. The image processing system of claim 212, whercin the removable

memory medium comprises a PCMCIA card memory.

214. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein the system is of

modular constuction, and the camera, the processor and the communications device are

each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defining

the assembled system.
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215. The image procesging system of claim 191, firttrer comprising an audio

4. sighal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in conelation with the
*
captured video signal.

216. The image processing system of claim 191, further comprising a data

processor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data signal.

217. The image processing system of claim 216, further including an input

device for providing text data to the data processor.

;s
fl:i 218. The image processing system of claim 2lT,wherein said input device

ilil is user controlled.

ir",:

1:

{'ij 1. 219. The imageprocessing system of claim 218, wherein said user controlled
iJ

ii:ff input device is an integral keyboard.
ll

ii*
;-,.
i tui 220. The image processing system of claim2l6, said input device comprising
. i'ri
't:i$r

{, a real time clock.

221. The image processing system ofclaim 2lT,saidinput device comprising

a global positioning system.

222. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein the remote

receiving station is a standard bilevel facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine fonnat and protocol.

223 . The image processing system of claim I 91 , wherein the remote receiving

station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a

gray-scale format and protocol.
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\i 224 . The image proc'essing system of claim 1 9 1 , wherein the remote receiving

ftttiott is a color facsimile machine andthe image data signal is generated in a full color

format and protocol.

225. The image processing system of claim 191, wherein the remote

receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital.

, 226. The image processing system of claim l9l, further comprising an self-

oontained power solrce for powering the system.

227. The image processing system of claim 191, further including control

apparatus for remotely controlling operating functions of the image capture device.

228. The image processing system of claim 227,wherein said image capture

device is a camera with a shuffered lens and where said contol apparatus any

combination of lens direction, iris, focus and shutter speed.

229. The image processing system of claim 227,fixther comprising an input

device for controlling the processor configuration from a remote location.

230. A self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;

b. A processor for generating a datasignal representing the image;

c. A communications device adapted for tansmitting the data signal

to the remote receiving station;

d . A self-contained power source for powering the system.
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231. The image prgcessing system of claim 230, wherein said

corhmunications device is adalited to be used independently ofthe image capture device5
&
andtheprocessor,andwhereinthepowersupplyisadaptedforisolatingthepowerto

the communications device from the power to the image capfure device and processor.

232. The image processing system of claim 231, further including a power

initiation device associated with the image capture device and the processor, wherein

the power to the image capture device and the processor is off when the initiation

device is not activated.

233. The imageprocessing system of claim 23Z,whercinthe power initiation

device is user controlled.

234. The image processing system of claim 232,fixther including a higger

device for activating the power initiation device.

235. The image processing system of claim 234, wherein the trigger device

is a timer.

236. The image processing system of claim 234, wherein said trigger device

is higgered by the presence of an image to be captured.

237. The image processing system of claim 236,wherein said trigger device

is a motion sensor.

238. The image processing system of claim 230, further including a memory

for receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is

adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory.
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u 23g. The image processing system of claim 230, wherein said memory is a

reihovable random access medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

240. The image processing system of claim 230, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

241. The image processing system of claim 230 firther including a

subprocess or for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

digital signal.

242 The image processing system of claim 230, whetein there is further

included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device'

243. The irqage processing system of claim 230, further comprising a housing

for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body'

244. The image processing system of claim 230, wherein said image capture

device is a digital c.tmera.

245. The image processing system of claim 230, fi$ther including a facsimile

receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local printer for

reproducing the captured image in hard copy'

246. The image processing system of claim 230, wherein the system is of

modular construction, and the camera' the processor and the communications device are

each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for defrning

the assembled sYstem.
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"., 247. The image processing system of claim 230, further comprising an audio
g'" tignal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with the 

, -;

captured video signal.

248. A method for capturing an analog image signal and converting it to a

digital signal for hansmission over a telephone system, the method comprising the steps

of:

a. capturing the image as an analog image signal with a standard

s analog image capture device;

b. converting the analog image signal to a digital data signal;

c. defining a beginning of frame and an end of frame portion of the

signal;

d. storing a complete frame; and

e. tansmitting the stored frame over a telephone system to a remote

receiving device.

249. The r4ethod of claim 248, wherein the tansmitting step further included

kansmitting the stored frame of a cellular telephone.

250. The method of claim 249, further including the step of selectively

transmitting the stored frame over a land line telephone.

251. The method of claim 250, further including the step of isolating the

cellular telephone whenever the land line telephone fiansmitting step is selected.

252. The method of claim 248, further including the step of automatically

activating steps 248b, 248c, 248d and 248e whenever an image is present to be

captured.
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253. A sampling method for capturing for retrieval a visual image record of
'4,

gn iircident, comprising the steps of:

,: a. monitoring az.one wherein images will appear;

, ,- b. activating a capture device in response to a trigger signal;

5 c. capturing the images in the zoneinresponse to a predetermined

set of conditions ranging from a period of time preceding the higger sienal to a period

of time following the trigger signal;

d. utilizing the captured images to reconstuct the events occurring

in the zone.

254. The sampling method of claim 253, wherein utilization includes the step

of storing the captured images for archival purposes.

255. The sampling method of claim 253, wherein utilization includes the step

of transmitting the captured images to a remote location for monitoring purposes.

256. The sampling method of claim 255, wherein said tansmission occurs on

a near real time basis.

257. The method of claim 253, wherein said trigger signal is a timer.

258. The method of claim 253, further including the step of monitoring the

audio conditions in the zone and wherein said triggering signal is an audio sensor.

259, The method of claim 253, further including the step of monitoring the

motion conditions in the zone andwherein said friggering signal is a motion sensor.

260, The method of claim 253, wherein said capturing step includes capturing

a predetermined set of images preceding the higger signal.
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o:i 261. The method ofctlaim ZS3, wherein said caphuing step includes caphring

Spredetermined set of images following the trigger signal.

262. Themethod ofclaim 2l3,whereinsaidcapturing step includes capturing

a predetermined set of images both preceding and following the tigger signal.

263. An portable, self-contained handheld image processing system for

capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image

processing system comprising:
,,s.;

d* a. a camera for capturing an image;
tir:qsrs { b. a processor for generating a digital signal representing the image;fsi
'eri
i{l':&,ii c. a communications device adapted for transmitting the digital
$qi
't'.ii,i E image to the remote receiving station.
&ai

ri'*'! 264. The systemofclaim263, furtherincluding anintegral cellulartelephoneh,*l --: *'

i,,'ir' for defining the communications device.
;hf
. rrll
f\t I

i'r.'iln'ni 265. The system of claim 263,tvherein all of the components of the system

are housed in a single housing.

266. The system of claim 265, wherein said housing resembles a standard 35

millimeter camera body.
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ABSTRACT
"''r 

An image capfure, conversion, compression, storage and transmission system
@

provides adata signal representing the image in a format and protocol capable of being

transmitted over any of a plurality of readily available hansmission systems and

received by readily available, standard equipment receiving stations. In its most

comprehensive form, the system is capable of sending and receiving audio,

documentary and visual image data to and from standard remote stations readily

available throughout the world.
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Washington, D.C. 20231
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ow named inventor, I hereby declare that:
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idence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below
to my name.

f beLieve that I am the original, first and sole inventor of the
subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the
invention enuiuled APPARATUS FoR CAPTURING. CoI\MERTING AI\ID TRANsMTTTING
A VISUAIJ IMAGE STGNAL VIA A DTGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

the specification of which: (check one)
t I is attached hereto;
[x] was filed on o]./tz/ge as Application Serial No. 09/006073

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the
above-identified specification, including the claims, ds amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above.

I aqdnowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the
examination of this application in accordance with Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulation, S1-.56 (a) .

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under TitLe 35, united States
Code, SL19 of any foreign application(s) for patent or invenLor's
certificate listed below, and have also identified below any foreign
application for patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date
before that of the applj-cation on which priority is claimed:

PRIOR FOREIGN APPLICATION(S) PRIORTTY CLAIMED

(Number) (Country) (Day/Monthy'Year Filed)

(Number). (Country) (DaylMonth/Year Filed)

tl
Yes

I]
Yes

tl
Yes

tl
No

I]
No

tl
No(Number) (Country) (DaylMont,h/Year Filed)

-1
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r hereby claim t,he benefit under Titl.e 35, united states code, s120 of
any United Etat,es application (s) Listed below end, insof'ar as the
subject matter of each of the claj-ms of this application is not dis-
closed in the prior United Stated application in the manner provided by
tle first pgargraph of Title 35, United States Code, Sl_12, I acknowledge
the duty to#disclose material information as defined in Title 3'7, Cod.e
of Federal Regulations, SL.s6(a) which occurred between the filing date
of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date of this application:

(Application Seria1 no. ) (Filing Date) (Status - Patented,
Pending, or Abandoned)

(Application Serial tto. ) (Filing Date) (Status - Patented,
Pending, or Abandoned)

(Application Serial No. ) (Fiting Date) (Status - Patented,
Pending, or abandoned)

f hereby appoint the following attorney(s)
this applicatj-on and transact all business
Of f ice connect,ed therewit,h:

Robert C. Curfiss Reg. No. 26,540
Mark A. Tidwell .Reg. No. 37,456

Address all Telephone Ca1ls to:

Address alL correspondence to

and/or agents, to prosecute
in the Patent and Trademark

ROBERT C. CURFISS
(7L3) 221"-r-430

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
SOUTH TOWER PENNZOIL PLACE
711 Louisiana Street, Suite 2900
Houston, Texas 77002-2781,

I hereby declare that all sLatements made herein of my own knowledge are
true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed
to be true; and further that t.hese statements were made with the
knowledge that wi11ful false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1-00L of Title

-2
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18 of the United States
jeopardize the validity

"^

Code and that such
of the application

willful false
or any patent

sta\ements may
issudd thereon.

FULL NAME

TNVENTOR I S

OF FIRST OR

Sreua' DAIE 7fj | ft?8
Citizenship UNftgD StarsS
Address P. O. BOX 780907. SAN ANTONTO. TEXAS 28278-0907

F

KRUGn058959\007010
HOUSTOM795555.5
7/2198-4:00pm -3
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il:t;?f/fr4 t3
*R6r-:HhtHLtl FA'tr NrJT ASS lr:thlfi'rI]
IiilIJTH TNH L Fl.,At:fl
7J. i LI:ILII$ANA T $L.lITE;i'*rJrl

r;:.a, ;.;! *o n,o

An Appligation Number anii-Filing Date have been assigned lo this applicatiOn. The'iiems indicated below,
is qivbnTWO MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE within which to,f.itre all reouired items and ris givbnTtt/O MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS within which to file all required items and pay fees
abandonment. Ext6nsions ot,time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by ihe extension fe6 underapapdonment.. Extdnsions ot.ltime may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under thSlprwisionsUfsT CFR
1;135(a):":ll airy of ite4s I or 3 throqgh 5 are in$cated as missing, the SURGHARGE eetforth in 37 CFR 1.15(e) of fi $65.00 for a small1;l lto(ar:"lr any of nenls 1 or 3 tnrougn 5 ars lnlljlcafed as:missing, the SUFCF|ARGE settortn an 37 CFH I.l6tej otLJ $65.00 lor a small
.entigdp compliancewith 37 CFR 1.2?, or E'$130.00 for a non-small entity, must also be timely submitted in r€ply to this NOTICE
to avoid abandonment.

't

IP,n7 /
,;i.1,1i'-,

0r0,
ts''()
!!

independent claims' over 3.

dependent claims.over 20.

t\
t,-.{,i.\
.{ }h,

$________f or m ultiple dependent claim su rcharge.
Applicant must elther submit the additionalclaim tees or eancel additional claims for which fees are due.

,. ffine gath or.declaration:I ne oatn or oectaratron:
ddmissing or unexecuted.
0 does not cover the nawly submitted items.

! does not identify ihe application to which it applies.
U does not includg the city and state or forgign countlU does not include the city and state or foreign'iountry of applicant's residence.
An oath or decJarltion in c6mptiance with 37.6FR t . Oi, inctadins:rcslilsncpaid,n

ii;E,i

.,i11 ,

4.. The- signalure(s! to the oath or:declaration is/are by a person other than inventor or person qualified under,37 CFR 1.42,
1.43,or 1.47,,. 

.

4 prgpSrf slgne! oath ordeclaratbn in compliance wlth 37 CFR 1.63, identifytng the application by the atnve
Applicetlon Number and Filing Date, is requlred. :

E 5. The signatura of the following joinltinventcii(s) is missing from the oath or deilaration:
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IN THE IINITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT

I hereby certi$r that this correspondence
is being deposited with the United
States Postal Service as Express Mail,
Express Mail No. EL080487139US, in
an Express Mail envelope addressed to:
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS
AND TRADEMABKS, Washington,
D.C. 2023l,tJttsfuKAay of July, 1998.

Application of:""'
@

DAVID A. MONROE

Serial No. 09/005.931

Filed: January 12,1998

Group Art Unit:

Examiner:

APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING,
CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING
A VISUAL IMAGE SIGNAL VIA A
DIGITAL TRANSMIS SION SYSTEM

REQUEST FOR ONE.MONTH EXTENSION OF TIME

I{ONORABLE COMMIS SIONER
OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Box: Fee
Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Responsive to the Notice 6f Missing Parts dated April 13, 1998, a one-month extension of
time is hereby requested in the above-identified application. The requisite extension fee of $ 1 10.00
is attached.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees in this application
under 35 C.F.R. $1.16 or $1.17 to Deposit Account No. 50-0259. An additional copy of this
Request for Extension of Time is attached.

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, Texas 77002
(713)22r-1430
Attorney Docket No. 058959.007010.00 12
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PATENI.-:\
IN THE TINITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

. -*=-\a
Application of ,)." CERTIFICATE oF EXPRESS MAIL '

'i. 

)

bavro A. M@NROE ) I hereby certifr that this correspondence

seriarNo:0el006,073 I ilffftffi:ilt$::J]'ir1lllH:T:;
) to: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS

Filed: JANUARY 12, t99g ) AND TRADEMABKS, washington,
) D.C,2023t,thrsak(day ofN4ay, tgq8.

APPARATUS FoR CAPTURING, ) The Express Mail No. is
CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING ; ETOEO+SEqZZUS
A VISUAL IMAGE SIGNAL VIA A )
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM )

)

RECh
JUN t 1998

GP nF} p-lCIf.!

"Applicant desires to bring to the attention of the Examiner the following U.S. Patents listed on

the attached form PTO 1449. Acopy of each of the patents is enclosed in compliance with Rules 97 and

Uewp r

*f;?i$p"

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

HONORABLE COMMIS SIONER
OF PATENTS AND TRADEMA.RKS
Washington, D.C. zA?3l

Sir:

98 of the Rules of Practice.

U.S. PATENT NO.

2,642,492
3,251,937
3,751,159
3,964,514
4,074,324
4,530,014

4,652,926
4,994,132
4,937,676
4,942,477
5,032,971

ISSUE DATE

JI-INE, 1953

MAY, 1966

AUGUST, 1973
FEBRUARY,1975
FEBRUARY,1978
ruLY, lgg5

MARCH, 1987
NOVEMBER, 1989
JIINE, 1990
ruLY, 1gg0
ruLY" 1991

t.o

TNVENToR g F ,*{
HAMM'ND, JR.} d ,#
HOAG -Y * s".-'
FTsHER 8 $ ,ryLEMELSON f$ \J 

:

BARRETT€S {'I J
D'ALAYER DE ,,ii *{ "

COSTEMORE D'ARC
WITHERS ET AL
MORRIS ET AL
FINELLI ET AL
NAKAMURA
TAKIMOTO

hlrzo,r*$
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APPLICATION OF DAVID A. MONROE
SERTAL NO. 09/006.073
PAGE -2-

ar,

#'

5,047,870
5,193,012
5,235,432

SEPTEMBER, 1991

MARCH, 1993

AUGUST. T993

FILO
SCHMIDT
CREEDON ET AL

Respectfirlly submitted,

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON. L.L.P.

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
South Tower Pennzoil Place

711 Louisiana Street, Suite 2900
Houston, Texas 77002-2781
(713)22r-r430
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 0s8959.007010.0012

KRUGJ\058959\007010
HOUSTON8s0282.l
5126/98-9:23 wrr
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f a,\ Sheet I of 2

Form PTO-1449

INF'ORMATION

A.fi DocketNo.
058959.007010.0012

ierial No.
t91006,073

{pplicant
DAVID A. MONROE

iiling Date
Ianuary 12,1998

iroup Art Unit
2722

U.S. PATENTDOCUMENTS
IEXAMII{ER

INITIAL
DOCUMENT

NUMBER DATE NAME CLASS ]UBCLASS
FILING DATE

IF APPROPRIATE

JP A 2 6 4 2 4 9 z 611953 I{AMMOND, JR. FIF 'rslb f F \
JP B a

J 2 5 I 9 J 7 5n966 i{OAG I ll*r Jr-t Y t- ,

JP c J
,1

5 I I 5 9 811973 FISIIER JU 0 f r99t

JF D 4) 8 6 4 5 I 4 2/1975 EMELSON A^^ \n
JP E 4 0 4 J 2 4 211978 BARRETT ;l-cF f "'-

JP F 4 5 J 0 0 I 4 7/1985 D'ALAYER DE COSTEMORE D'ARC

SP G 4 6 5 2 9
,,

6 3n98'.7 MTHERS ET AL

JP H 4 8 8 4 I J 2 tr/1989 MORRIS ETAL

JPT I 4 9 J 6 7 6 6n990 FINBLLI ETAL

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

DOCUMENT
NUMBER DATE COUNTRY ]LASS SUBCLASS

TRANSLATION
YES NO

OTHER PREFERENCES (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

s
ATE pOtrISIDERED i

rtf wltg :,i
Examiner: Initidl if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in

3Il(! not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to client.

KRUGnO58959\00?010
HOUSTON85030l.l
5126198-9:30 anr
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Sheet-2f- of 2

PTO-1449 . Deparfnent of Commerce
and Trademark Office

TION DISCLOSURP STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Ule sdveral sheets ifnecessary)-&

Atty DocketNo.
058959.007010.0012

anuary 12,1998

U.S. PATENTDOCUMENTS

FILINGDATE
IF APPROPRI-ATE

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

OTHER PREFERENCBS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

,ti #
s* .S :<\, '.:J S

6$t$ Oi

' lli
': :l

JXAMINER

\*aa R PAr-'
)ATE CONSIDERED

tt/$f32
tExaminer: Iiritial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in
:onformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to client.

KRUCn058959\007010
HOUSTON85030t.2
5D6198-9:29 anr
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UNITED STATES' DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Offlce

., fi',?-lrJrJs,, {r?3 -, t}l/tflss
l}

l-
$RAI:HI4TLL & FFITTIIRS'3N
.$frUT.H T'3I,.JHR F[hINZfiIL PLA':E
?tl LrtuIsANA *THHFT gt-irrE isrltr
l'{rSlJrSTnN TX ??r_r*3*f7!31.

FII:NRTIE

t-t*r3 t .1 13$?
I

{t'7ft
DATE MAILED:

r7,t tJ^? /'?'?

Please find below,and/or aftached an Office communication ,eoncerning thls:appllcatlon,or
proceedlng.

Commlssloner.of Patents and Trademarke

Address: r COMMISSIONER OF PATENTSANO TRADEMARKS
Washin$on, D.C,20231

srss.5't, 1*

. D(AT'NER :"

F{:|.;RZYhfA, J
. . ARTUNIT I PAPER NUMBER

PTO-goC (Rov. ?95) 1- Filo'Copy
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Office Action Summary

n Responsive to commuhication(s) filed on

E mis action is FINAL.

n Since this application is in condition for allowance exc'ept for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed
in ac0ordbnce with tlp practice underEx parrc Auayle, 193b C.D. 1t;4b3 O.G. 213.

Ashortenedstatutoryperiodforresponsetothisactionissettoexpire.?month(s),orthirtydays,whichever
is longet, from the mailing date of this communication. Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the
application to become abandoned. (35 U,S.C. I 1331. Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of* 37 CFR 1 .136(a).

Disposition of Claims

X Ctairn(s) l-26'6 is/are pending in the application.

Of the above, claim(s) 29-180, 182-189, and l9l-266 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

D ctaim(s) is/are allowed.

is/are reiected.

is/are objected to.

X ctaim(s) l:28, lgt,'and 19o

I ctaim(s)

D ctaims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

Application Papers

X See the attached Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948,

X tne drawing(s) filed on Jan 12, 1998 is/are objected to by the Examiner.

! tne pibposed drawing correction, filed on is fbpproved Disapproved.

K fne specification is objected to by the Examiner.

I fne oath- or declaration is obiected to by the Examiner.

Priority undet 35 U.S.C. S 119

D Acknowledgementismadeof aclaimforforeignpriorityunder3SU.s.C. ! 119(a)-(d).

. I Rtt n Some* f] None of the CEHTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

n received.

n received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number)

n received in this nationalstage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(all.
*Certified copies not received:

I Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. $ 119(e].

Attachment(s)

X t'totice of References Cited, PTO-892

X lnformation Disclosure Statement(sl, PTO-I449, Paper No(s). 5
fl Interview Summary, PTO-413

X Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

! Notice of lnformal Patent Application, PTO-152

- SFE OFFICE ACTION ON THE FOUOWING PAGES _
U. S. Prtqnl and TEd.mtt Offia!
PTO'326 (Rev. 9-951 Office Actlon Summary Part of Paper No.
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Application/Control Number: 09 /006,07 3

ArtUnrt:2722

g

\ page 2

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restriction

l. Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

I. .Claims 1 through 28, 181, and 190 are drawn to a system of capturing an image

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, wherein the system includes a

subprocessor for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal, classified in

class 358, subclass 400.

'r III. Claims 29 through 69rl44through 167rand263 through266:wedrawnto a

wherein tlte system includes an image capture device, a processor, and a

transmitter, wherein the components can be modular, the components can be

housed in one unit, or the system can be a portable, handheld system, classified in

class 348, subclass 373.

m. Chims 70 through 111 are drawn to a system of capturing an image and

transmitting it to a remote receiving station through a wireless tansmission,

classified in 348, subclass 723.

tV. Claims 112 through 143 arc drawn to image processing system which includes a

trigger device for activating the system to initiate image capture, classified in class

348, subclass 152.
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Application/Control Number: 09 /006,07 3

Art Unit: 2722 ."
a

'',&

Page 3

V. Claims 168 through 180, 182 through 189 are drawn to a system of capturing an

image and tansmitting it to a remote receiving station, wherein the system

includes an image capture device, a processor, a transmitter, and an audio capture

device, classified in class 348, subclass 462.

VI. Claims 191 throughz2g are drawn to a system of capturing an image and

transmitting it to a remote receiving station in any of a plurality of selected

protoeols, classified in class 379 subclass 100.12.

VIII. Claims 230 through 247 ne drawn to a system of capturing an image and

transmitting it to a remote receiving station, wherein the system includes an image

capture deviee, a processor, a transmitter, and a self-contained power source,

classified in class 348, subclass372.

VIII. Claims 248 through 252 arc drawn to a method for capturing an analog signal

and converting it to a digital signal for tansmission over a telephone system,

elassified in class 358. subclass 472.

IX. Claims 253 through 262 are drawn to a method for sampling visual images in a

zone for arecord of an incident, classified in class 348, subclass 143.
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Application/Control Number: 09 /006,073

ArtUnit:2722

Page 4

&

2. The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

Inventions I, II, III, N, V, VI, VII, V[I, and D( are related as subcombinations disclosed as

usable together in a single combination. The subcombinations are distinct from each other if they

are shown to be separately usable.

In the instant case, invention I has separate utility such as a standard Group III facsimile

device which reads a document and transmits the document to a destination in a Group-III format,

while invention II has separate utility such as a video camera with modular attachments, while

invention III has separate utility such as a television broadcast wherein a carrrera in a remote area

captures an image and sends the image through a radio frequency, while invention [V has separate

utility such as an intrusion detection device, with a motion detector, while invention V has

separate utility such as a video telephone or a camera with a microphone, while invention VI has

separate utility such as transmitting an image of a document through multiple networks using

different protocols, while invention VII has separate utility such as a camera with a battery pack,

while invention VIII has separate utility such as capturing an analog signal through a camera,

converting the signal, and transmitting the signal over a telephone line, while invention D( has

separate utility such as providing a surveillance system wherein visual images are sampled for a

record of an incident. See MPEP $ 806.05(d).

3. Because these inventions are distinct for the reasons gtven above and have acquired a

separate status in the art as shown by their different classification, restiction for examination

purposes as indicated is proper.
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\ Page 5

i,. 4. During a telephone conversation with Stephen F. Schlather on Monday, November 29,

' 1999 a provisional election was made without haverse to prosecute the invention of Group I,

claims I through 28, 181, and 190. Affirmation of this election must be made by applicant in

replyrng to this Office action. Claims 29 through 180, 182 through 189, and 191 through 266 are

withdrawn from further consideration by the examine43T CFR 1.142(b), as being drawn to a

non-elected invention.

Information D is clos ure Statement

5:rt The references listed in the Information Disclosure Statement submitted on lll2l95 have

been considered by the examiner (see attached PTO-1449).

Drawings

6. The drawings are objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4) because

reference character "81" has been used to designate both the hardwired personal computer in Fig.

4 and the data multiplexer circuit in Fig. 5, and reference character "83" has been used to

designate both the communications interface module in Fig. 4 andthe sync signal in Fig. 5.

Correction is required.
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Application/Control Number: 09/006,073

ArtUnit 2722

, Page 6

{F

'7. The drawings are objected to as fbiling to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they do

i'J l- not include the following reference sign(s) mentioned in the description:

reference numeral o'29", onpage 10, line 11.

Correction is required.

8. The drawings are objected to because of the problems addressed in the attached PTO-948,

and because of:

in Fig. 4,PC modem protocol box "66" should read "68" as read on page 12, lines 27 and28.

Correction is required.

t

Speciftcation

g. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities:

on page 11, line 13, PCMCIA card 50" should read PCMCIAcardT2";

on page 18, line 20,"Fi9.8." should be removed;

on page 21, line 24,"rre imagery formats" should read "new imagery formats";

Appropriate correction is required.
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Applicatior/Control Number: 09 / 006,07 3

Art Unit: 2722

, Page 7
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,i,, Claim Objections

;'/ !- 10. Applicant is advised that should claim 12 be found allowable, claim 181 will be rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 101 as being a substantial duplicate thereof. When two claims in an application

are duplicates or else are so close in content that they both cover the same thing, despite a slight

difference in wording, it is proper after allowing one claim to reject the other as being a

substantial duplicate of the allowed claim. See MPEP g 706.03(k).

11. Applicant is advised that should claim 26be found allowable, claim 190 will be rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 101 as being a substantial duplicate thereof. When two claims in an application

are duplicates or else are so close in content that they both cover the same thing, despite a slight

difference in wording, it is proper after allowing one claim to reject the other as being a

. substantial duplicate of the allowed claim. See MPEP $ 706.03(k).

12. Claims 25 and 27 are objected to because of the following informalities:

in claim 2i,line 2, 'ocontrol apparatus any" should read "control apparatus controlling arlf''

in claim 27,line 2, "plurality images" should read "plurahf gf images".

Appropriate correction is required.
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Art Unit: 2722 n

Page 8

Claim Rejections - 35 ASC S 112

13. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C.ll2:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and
distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

14. Claims I through 28,lSlrand 190 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph,

as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

15. Ctaim.l recites the limitation "the digital signal" in line 8. There is insufhcient antecedent

b4;is forthis limitation in the claim.

16. Claim 3 recites the limitation "said memory" in line 1. There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim.

17. ClaimfS recites the limitation "the camera" in line 2. There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim.
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Page 9

Cloim Rejections - 35 USC S 102

18. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C.l}2thatform the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United
States before the invention thereofby the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another who
has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs ( 1 ), (2), and (a) of section 3 7 1 (c) of this title before the invention
thereofby the applicant for patent.

19. Claims l,214rtzrl3r 16, 18,20r21, and 181 arerejectedunder35 U.S.C. 102(b) as

being anticipated by Ross (U.S. PatentNumber 5,546,194).

Regarding claim f, Ross discloses a self-contained image processing system (see Fig. 1)

for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, with the system

comprising an image capture device (video camera 10, column 3, lines 4 through 5), a processor

(control system 22inFig.1, or CPU 44 in Fig. 2) for generating adata signal representing the

image (colurnn 3, lines 20 through 29, and column 3, line 63 tlrough column 4, line 20), a

communications device (Group III fax tansmitter 20 in Fig. 1, and fax modem 50 in Fig. 2)

adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving station (column 2, lines 15

through 29, wherein the remote receiving station is inherently included in the system), and a

subprocessor (Group III formatter 18) for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal

representing the data signal (column 3,lines 30 through 52).
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Regarding cloim 2, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim l, and further

teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the d.ata signal (RAM 38, column 3, line 65 through

column 4, line 11), and wherein the eommunications device is adapted for recalling the stored data

signal from memory (column 4, lines 21 through 36).

Regarding claimy', Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the irnage capttre device is an analog camera (video camera 10) for generating an

analog image signal (column 3, lines 4 through 9), and there is further included an analog to

digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a digital signal (A/D converter 34,

cqlumn 4, lines 3 through 6).

Regarding claim f2, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the image capfure device is an analog video camera for generating a video signal

(column 3, lines 4 through 9). Further Ross teaches that the processor comprises a sync detector

(sync separator 24, column 3, lines 53 through 62) anda video address generator (address

multiplexer 43, column 4, lines 6 through l l) for synchronizing the digital signal with the analog

signal for defining the beginning and end of the signal to define a still frame (column 3, lines 20

through 62), arandom access memory (RAM 38) for receiving and storing the converted,

synchronized signal frame-by-frame (column 4, lines 3 through 22), aprocessor routine for

converting the signals stored in the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission (column 4,

lines 22 through 36) to a remote, compatible protocol receiving station (inherentty included), and
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a communications device (FAX modem 50) for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to

the compatible receiving station (column 5, lines 7 thrcugh 16).

Regarding claim 13, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the system is of modular construction (seen in Fig. 2), andthe image capture device

(video camera,l0), the processor (CPU 44), andthe communications device (fax modem 50) are

each independent, functional units (column 3, lines 5 through 8, and lines 53 through 56; column

4, lines 10 througlr 18; and column 4, lines l8 through 20) which may be coupled to one another

for defining the assembled system (seen in Fig. 2).

t Regarding cloiml6, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, and.further

teaches of the image data signal is stored in a raw video format (column 3, lines 20 through22).

Regardin g claim.l8, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, andfurther

teaches of the image data signal is stored in a half-tone format (column 3,lines 30 through 40).

Regarding claim20, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and firther

teaches of the remote receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine (column 3, lines 30

through 41, with the receiving station inherently receives the gray-scale image, thus being a gray-

scale facsimile machine) and the image data signal is generated in a gray-scale format and protocol

(column 3, lines 30 through 4l).

Regarding claim 2.1, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the remote receiving station is a color facsimile machine (column 3, lines 20 through

41, with the receiving station inherently receives the color image, thus being a color facsimile
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to-lhin.) and t1&, image data signal is generaied in a full color format and protocol (column 3,

lines 20 tf,to,fgfr +f l.

,o !- Regarding claim 181, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the image capture device is an analog video camera for generating a video signal

(column 3, lines 4 through 9). Further Ross teaches that the processor comprises a sync detector

(sync separat or 24, column 3, lines 53 through 62) anda video address generator (address

multiplexer 43, column 4, lines 6 through 11) for synchronizing the digital signal with the analog

signal for defining the beginning and end of the signal to define a still frame (column 3, lines 20

through 62), a random access memory (RAM 38) for receiving and storing the converted,

synchronized signal frame-by-frame (column 4, lines 3 through 22), aprocessor routine for

converting the signals stored in the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission (column 4,

' lines-22 through36) to a remote, compatible protocol receiving station (inherently included), and

a communications device (FAX modem 50) for ftansmitting the signal in the proper protocol to

the compatible receiving station (column 5, lines 7 through 16).

20. Claims t,2,6-11,15,17,t9,21-23rand27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Hassan et al. QJ.S. PatentNumber 5,550,646).

Regarding claim.l, Hassan discloses a self-contained image processing system for

capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (column 1, lines 47

through 52), with the system comprising an image capture device (device 110 in Fig. 1), a
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processor (microcontroller 205) for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3,

lines 21 through 46), acommunications device adapted for transmitting the data signal to the

remote receiving station (fa:r modem 240, column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9), and a

subprocessor for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the data signal

(column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9).

Regarding claim 2, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim L, and further

teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data signal (RAM 207, column 3, lines 47

through 50), and wherein the communications deviee is adapted for recalling the stored data
t

signal from memory (column 5,lines 35 through 44,andcolumn 5,lines 52 through 56).

Regarding claim6, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device (column 5,

lines 7 through 9).

Regarding claim d Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a housing for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body (device

110, seen in Fig. 1).

Regarding claim 8, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the image capture device is a digital camera (column 3, lines 30 through 50).

Regarding claim 9, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, andfuither

teaches of including a view screen for viewing the captured and stored image (LCD display 215,

column 4, lines l9 through 31).
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'4 4- Rega$linb claim f0, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a facsimile receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local

printer for reproducing the capftred image in hard copy (column 1, lines 52 through 63, column

2, line 64 through column 3,line 4, and column 6,lines 22tluough42).

Regarding claim f/, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and firther

teaches ofthe processor is adapted for generating a signal in any ofaplurality ofselected

protocols (column 6, line 62 through column 7,line 2, column 3, lines 5 through 20, and column

4, line 65 through column 65, line 9) and wherein the communications device is adapted for

transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to a remote, compatible receiving station (column 2,

linres 39 through 66).

- 
Regarding claim f5, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches ofa data processor (keypad control circuit 213) for creating a text data signal associated

with the image data signal (column 4, lines 1 through 18).

Regardin g claimlZ, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, andfurther

teaches of the image data signal is stored in a compressed format (column 4, lines 43 through 48,

and column 6, lines 43 through 50).

Regarding claim.l9, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the remote receiving station is a standard bi-level facsimile machine (remote receiving

facsimile 140, column 2, lines I through 16, and lines 39 through 58) and the image data signal is
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,.ii,. ' generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine format and protocol (column 4, line 65 through

column 5,line22).

Regarding claim 2.1, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the remote receiving station is a color facsimile machine (column 7,line 1) and the

image data signal is generated in a full color format and protocol (column 6, line 62 through

column 7,1\ne2).

Regarding claim 22, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the remote receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital (column 4,

liff€ 65 through column 5, line 9).

Regarding claim 23, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim l, and further

teaches of a self-contained power source for powering the system (column 5, lines 23 through

2s).

Regarding claim 2T,Hassandiscloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the image capture device may be contolled to capture a plurality of images in

contolled order (eolumn 6, lines 43 through 62).

21. Claims 1,14,24-26, and 190 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Shibata et al. (J.5. Patent Number 5,689,300).

Regarding claim /, Shibata discloses a self-contained image processing system for

captnring a visual image and tansmitting it to a remote receiving station (column 2,line22
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through column 3, line 3), with the system comprising an image capture device (camera l, column

6, lines 33 through 38), a processor for generating a data signal representing the image (conhol

unit 26, column 5, line 64 through column 6, line 12, and column 6, lines 39 through 46), a

communications device adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving station

(G3-FAX modular jack 107 and G3-FAX interface 16, column 7, lines 10 through 25, andcolumn

10, line 45 through column 11, line 21), and a subprocessor (multiplexor/demultiplexor 20) for

generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the data sigrral (column 6, lines 13

*rrcugh 24).

Regarding claim 14,shibatadiscloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of an audio signal capture device (hands-free microphone 14, handset 15, or external

microphone 108) adapted for capturing an audio signal in conelation with the captured video

signal (column 6, lines 47 through 65).

Regarding claim 2y', Shibata disoloses the system discussed above in claim 1", and further

teaches of a control apparatus (control keyboard 2002, seen in Figs. 20A nd22) for remotely

controlling operating functions of the image capture device (column 19, line 26 through column

t2).

Regarding claim25, Shibata discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, and further

teaches of the image capture device is a camera with a shuttered lens (column 15, lines 3 through

7, andcamera 1, which outputs still pictures, column 8, lines 3 through 13) and where the control
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apparatus conholling any combination of lens direction, iris, focus, and shutter speed (column 11,

lines 50 through 63, and column 19, lines 1 through 50).

Regarding claim 26, Shibata discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and firther

teaches of an input device (control keyboard 2002, seen in Figs. 20A and22) for controlling the

prooessor configuration from a remote location (column 19,line 26 through column 12).

Regarding claim 190, Slnbata discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of an input device (control keyboard 2002, seen in Figs. 20A md22) for controlling the

processor configuration from a remote location (column 19, line 26 through column 12).

Claim Rejections - 35 aSC S 103

22. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office dction:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
seetion 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

23. Claims 3 and 5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ross

(U. S. Patent Number 5,546,194)

Regarding claim 3, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, wherein the

system is adapted for selectively charging and discharging a random access medium (RAM 38,

column 4, lines 3 through 36). However, Ross fails to teach if the random access medium is
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removable. Typically in the art, video cassettes and floppy disks are used are used for recording

images, which are both inherently removable random access mediums. Therefore, it would have

been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include

a,rernovable random access medium in Ross's system. Ross's system could easily be modified to

include a removable random access medium since it is well known in the art to have a removable

RAM.

Regarding claim 5, Ross discloses the system discussed above in claim 3, and further

teaches of the subprocessor comprisinga gay scale bit map column 3, lines 36 and37), ahalf

toge converter (column 3, lines 36 through 41), and a binary bit map (column 3, lines 42 through

46).

24. Claim 28 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Shibata et al.

(U.S. Patent Number 5,689,300) in view of Hassan et al. (U.5. Patent Number 5,550,646).

Regarding claim28, Shibata discloses the system discussed above in claim 26,butfails to

teach if the image capture device may be confiolled to capture a plurality of images in a controlled

order. Hassan discloses a system which teaches that an image capture device may be controlled to

capture a plurality of images in controlled order (column 6, lines 43 through 62). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to include Hassan's teaching's in Shibata's system. Shibata's system could be modified to

include Hassan's, as the systems have cumulative featr.res.
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al':' '' s Citation of Pertinent Prior Art

25. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure:

Freeman (U.S. Patent Number 5,684,716) discloses a remote video transmission system

which transmits an audio/visual signal through telephone lines, through cellular lines or through

radio frequencies;

Parulski et al. (IJ.S. Patent Number 5,666,159) discloses an electronic camera system

which can selectively transmit image data to selected receivers;

Bush el a/. (U.S. Patent Number 5,539,452) discloses a system of transmitting audio and
t

video information over a standard telephone line;

- Galen et al. {J.5. PatentNumber 5,515,176) discloses a system of transmitting image

data to a remote receiver using Group III protocol.
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Conclusion
3

26. Any inquiry concerning this conimunication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Joe Pokrzywa whose telephone number is (703) 305-0146. The examiner

can normally be reached on Monday tluough Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

If aftempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor,

Edward Coles, can be reached on (703) 305-4712. The fax phone number for this Group is

(703) 308-6606.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3800/4700.

t

,rrfu,rr-
GROUP 27OO

Joseph R. Pokr4nra

November 29, t999
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-Serial No.: 09/006.073
G

For: APPARATUS FOR CAPTLJRING,
CONVERTING AND TRA}ISMTTING
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ArtUnt:2722

Examiner:Pokrzywa, J.

Docket No. : 06983 4.000024
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AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

This paper is filed in response to the Office Action of Decemb er 07 , 1999 .

IN THE SPECIFICATION

Page I l, Line 13: Blease delete "PCMCIA card 50" and insert therefore --PCMCIA cwd72--.
/

Page 18, line 20: plgse delete "Fig. 8".

-''
Page 2l,Ine24: please delete "ne" and insert therefore --new--.

IN TEE CLAIMS

rrf -3
Y w 1-r1
ci W" f-)
fl-r I i*l'l
*s:A-q B [1

4!.t \Jr\) €,
-JOa

fl4
KO

A-/0'doJUil 076 :

A,

l. (Amended) A[n] self-contained wireless image processing system for

capturing a visual image at a first losation and transmitting it @to a

remote receiving station, the image processing system comprising:

a. 'dn [image capture device] apaloe color video camera:

b. A processor for generating a data signal representing the imagejhe

procqssor comprising ? convertor for conve4ing the color analog sienal to a
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A'

['''J

sray qgale. converti4e the sral scgle to a suitable half-tone image and

conVerting the half-tone im4ee into a binary datp sienal:

A [communicaticins device] inteeratqd cellula.r telephone adapted for

transmitting the_binary, data signal to the remote receiving station

a subprocessor for generating a Group-trI facsimile compatible signal

representing the [digital] binqv data signal.

please canoefclaims 5-g.
or/

Claim 9, line l:'please delete "further including" and insert therefore --wherein the cellular

dwice includes--.
./

Claim 25, lin{ 2: 4fter " apparatus'r insert --controls --.'./
C 1 aim 27, line6, : after 

/lur 
ality t' ins ert -of-.

Please cancel claim 181.

Please cancel 
"tur 

6o.

REMARKS

Applicant confirms the election of claims 1-28 and 181 and 190.

Claims 1,2,4,12,13,16, 18, 20,27 and 181 standrejectedunder35 U.S.C. 102(b) as

rb.ing anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 5,546,194 (Ross). Applicant respectfully traverses the

rejection.

" Ross discloses an apparatus for receiving and converting a video image to a Crroup trI fax

format (col.2/15-19). The converted video image may then be sent from the apparatus to a

suitable Group Itr fax machine'or the like. The Ross patent does not disclose the use of a cellular

telephone to transmit the converted video image.

The claims of the present application have been amended to more accurately and fully

reflect Applicant's invention. Claim I provides for tle use of a cellular telephone for transmitting

a converted video image via the Group trI fD( protocol. In order to sustain a rejection under 3 5

U.S.C. 1020), a single prior art reference must disclose each and every claim element of the

subject application. Here, the Ross reference specifically does not disclose the use of a cellular

telephonetotransmitdata. Therefore, ApplicantrespectfullyrequeststhattheExaminerwithdraw
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the rejection of claims 1,2,4,12,13, 18,20,21 and l8l.

Claims 1,2,6-11,15,17,19,21-23 and27 standrejectedunder35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipatedbyU.S.PatentNo. 5,55Q,646(Flassan). Applicantrespectfullytraversestilerejection.

Hassan describes an apparatus for capturing, converting and sending black and white

._images (col.'*/54-60). The apparatus does not disclose a color conversion mechanism. To the
o

contrary, Hassan specifically describes the use of a black and white CCD to generate an image

having 1 6 possible grey levels, which is then dithered to produce an image which may be sent via

fax (col. 3158-64).

Applicanl's invention specifically uses a color camera to obtain the original image and

then processes the image by converting the color image to a gray scale, converting the gray scale

to a half-tone image and then producing a binary data signal from the half-tone image. Hassan

does not disclose these elements of Applicant's invention. Therefore, Applicant respectfully

requeststhattheExaminerwithdrawtherejectionof claims!,2,6-11, 15, 17,19,21-23 ard27.

Claims l, 14,24-26 and 190 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated

by U.S. Patent No. 5,689,300 (Shibata). Applicant respecffirlly traverses the rejection.

: Shibata describes a teleconference system which makes it possible to hold an audio and

video meetingbetween distantplaces connectedby acommunicationsnetwork. Applicantasserts

that the Examiner has not fully appreciated the differences between the Shibata system and the

present invention. Shibata does not disclose a system which is capable of obtaining, converting

and sending a color image vi'a Group Itr fax. Ratheq the system of Shibata only allows a

simultaneous voice and datatransfervia a Group trI fax interface (col. 10/45 - col. lll22;Fig. 5).

The system may differentiate between audio and data signals provided to or from the fax modular

jack 107, but is not capable of converting an image for transmission via the jack.

As previously described, Applicant's invention captures converts and transmits a color

image to a remote looation via the Group Itr fax protocol. As Shibata does not disclose or

describe these elements of Applicant's claims, Applicant respectfully requests that the rejection

of claims be withdrawn.

16,
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Claims 3 and 5 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ross.

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejegtion.

As detailed above, Ross does not teach Applicant's invention. There is no suggestion that

the inventiqn of Ross may include a cellular telephone for transmitting images. \ Therefore,

Applicantrespectfully requests thatthe rejection of claim 3 bewithdrawn. Claim 5 is no longer

., ,.4. subject o$,the present application.
s

Claim 28 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Shibata in

view of Hassan. Applicant respecffirlly traverses the rejection.

As detailed above, the invention of Hassan does not disclose, teach or suggest the

conversionofimagesfortransmissionviatheGrouptrIfa:rprotocol. NeitherHassannorShibata

teach a system which inoludes an input device for controlling the processor configuration from

a remote looation. Therefore, even in combination these references do not teach, disclose or

suggest Applicant's invention. Withdrawal of this rejection is therefore requested.

In summary, for reasons detailed above, it is submitted that 6ll elaims now present in

the application are patentable over the prior art. Accordingly, allowance of all claims is

..tsubmitted to be in order. Such action is respecfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

Sctlather
Reg. No.45,081
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BRACEWELL & PATTERSO\ L.L.P.
7l I Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, Texas 77002
713/221-t339
Fax7l3l223"?.141 '

I

CERTIFICATE UNDER 37 CFR I.IO
I hereby certiS thatthis correspondence is being deposited with the United States

Postal Service as Express Mail EL28522561ru5 in an envelope addressed to: Commissi
of Patents, Washingtof,, D.C., on June 7,2000.
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an Office communication concerning this application or

".\
UNITED STAfrES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Oflice
AddTess: COMMISSIONEROF PATENTSANDTRADEMARKS

Washington, D.C.20231

EXAMINER

Pill-;ltZVbJA" J
ARTUNIT I PAPER NUMBER
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Please find below and/or attached
proceeding.

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

PTO-90C (Bev. 2/9s)

U.S. G.P.O. 2000 : 46$188t25266
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Office Action Summary

X Responsive to communication(s) filed on Jun 7, 2090

K This action is FINAL. 
\

n Since this application li'in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed
in accordance with the practice underFx parte ouayte, 1g3b c.D. 11;4s3 o.G. 213.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action ig dbt to expire J month(s); or thirty days, whichever
is longer, from the mailing d?te of this communication. Failure to respond witfrin the period for response will cause the
application to become a&ndoned. (35 U.S.C. g 133). Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of
37 CFR 1.136(a).

Disposition of Clalms

" 8 Claim(s) l-4 and 9-28 is/are pending in the application.

Of the above, claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

I ctaim(s)

K ctaim(sl

I ctaim{s)

I ctaims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

Application Papers

n see the attached Notice of Draftsperson's patent Drawing Review, pro-g4g.

X tne drawing(s) filed on Jan 12, l9g8 is/are objected to by the Examiner.

n fne proposed drawing correction, filed on is Gpproved f}isapproved.
I tne specification is objected to by the Examiner.

I fne ofth or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119

n Acknowledgementismadeof aclaimforforeignpriorityunder3SU.S.C. s llg(a)-(d).

. n ntt D Some* nruone of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

I received.

" D received in Application No. (series Code/Serial Number)

fl received in this national stage application from the lnternationalBureau (PCT Rule 17.2lall.
*Certified copies not'received:

n Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. $ 119(e).

Attachment(s)

K Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

fl lnformation Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-I449, Paper No(s).

I lnterview Summary, PTO-413

n ruotice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

I Notice of lnformal Patent Application, PTO-152

-- SEE OFFICE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES -.

is/are allowed.

is/are rejected.

is/are objected to.

U. S. Prtent and TrEdcmcrk Offico

PTO-326 {Rev. 9-95) Offfce Action Summary Part of Paper No,
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Application/Control Number: 09/006, 073

A*tUmt:2722 ,

Page2

DETAILED ACTION

& 
Response to Amendment

l. Applicant's amendment was received on617l00, and has been entered and made of record.

Currently, claims 1 through 4,9 through 28 are pending, with claims 29 tkough 180, 182

through 189, and 191 through 266 withdrawn from consideration" as being drawn to a non-

elected invention.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments with respect to claim I have been considered but are moot in view

of the new ground(s) of rejection.
t

Drmoings

3. The drawings remain objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.8a(p)(4) because

i
reference character "81" has been used to designate both the hardwired personal computer in Fig,

4 andthe data multiplexer circuit in Fig. 5, and reference character "83" has been used to

designate both the communications interface module in Fig. 4 and the sync srgnal in Fig. 5.

Correction is required.

4. The drawings remain objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because

they do not include the following reference sign(s) mentioned in the description:
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Application/Control Number: 09 | 006,07 3

ArtUnit 2722 1

Page 3

\
reference numeral 1'29", on page 10, tine 11.

Correctioq.is required. u 
;

-i :r' *

'.ThedrawingsremainobjectedtobecauseoftheproblemsaddressedintheattachedPTo.
, ! 948, and because of:

in Fig. 4, PC modem protocol box "66" should read "68" as read on page 12, lines 27 and28.

Correction is required.

Specification

6. The objection to the specification, as cited in the Office action dated l2lTlgg,is overcome

by the changes set forth in the amendment.

b

Aaim Objections

7. " The objection to the claims, as cited in the Ofiice action dated 12/7/99, is overcome by the

changes set forth in the amendment.
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Application/Control Number: 09 | 006,073

/.rtUilti 2722 1

Page 4

. Claim Rejections - 35 aSC S 112

8. The folloq,ing is a quotation ofthe seCilnd paragraph of 35 U.S.C .ll2:

Thfspecification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and
distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

!" 
'! 9. Claims 2 through 419,ll through 22r24r25r27, and 28 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 112, second paragrapll as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly

claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

10. Claim 2 recites the limitation "the communications device" in line 2. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

I l. Claim 3 recites the limitation "said memory" in line 1. There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim.

12* Claim4 recites the limitation "the image capture device" in line l. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

. 13. " Aaimg recites the limitation "the cellular device" in line 1. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

14. Claim.l-l recites the limitation "the communications device" in line 3. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

15. Claim 12 recitesthe limitation "the image capture device" in line 2. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

16. Aaim.lS recites the limitation "the communications device" in line 2. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.
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Application/Control Number: 09/006,073

ArtUnrt:2722

Page 5

17. Ctaimll recites the limitation "the captured video signal" in lines 2 and t. Therb is

. insufficient antecedent basis for this limitationin the claim.

2

'18." ClaimitS recites the limitation "said image data signal" in line 2. There is insufficient

': antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim, as there is now a "data signal" mentioned in line 5

' 
of claim 1, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim l, but not specifically an "image

data signal".

19. Claim 16 recites the limitation "said image data signal" in lines 1 and 2. There is

insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim, as there is now a"data signal"

mentioned in line 5 of claim 1, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim l, but not

specifically an "image data signal".

20. Claim f 7 recites the limitation "said image data signal" in lines 1 and 2. There is

r
insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim, as there is now a"data signal"

mentioned in line 5 of claim l, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim l, but not

specifically an "image data signal".

' 21. Ctaimff recites the limitatlon "said image data signal" in lines I and2. There is

insuffi.cient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim, as there is now a"data signal"

mentioned in line 5 of claim l, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim l, but not

specifically an "image data signal".

22. Ctaimfg recites the limitation "the image data signal" in line 2. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim, as there is now a "data signal" mentioned in line 5
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Application/Control Number: 09 /006,07 3

/rltLJnrt 2722 I

Page.6

of olaim 1, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim l, but not specifically an "image

.dat4-signal". 
'1 ''"

@

23. Claim 20 recites the limitation "the image data signal" in line 2. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim, as there is now a "data signal" mentioned in line 5

of claim 1, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim 1, but not specifically an "image

data signal".

24. Claim 21 recitesthe limitation "the image data signal" in line 2. There is insufficient

antecedent basis for this limitation irt the claim, as there is now a"data signal" mentioned in line 5

of claim l, and a "binary data signal" mentioned in line 8 of claim 1, but not specifically an "image

data signal".

25.y, Claim 22 recitesthe limitation "the image data" in line2. There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim.

. 26. ' Aaim 24 recitesthe limitation "the image capture device" in line 2. There is insufficient

, antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

27. Claim2S recites the limitation "said image capture device" in lines 1 and 2. There is

insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

28. Claim 27 recttes the limitation "said image capture device" in lines 1 and 2. There is

insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

29. Claim 28 recites the limitation "said image capture device" in lines 7 and2. There is

insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.
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Application/ControlNumber: 09/006,023,

Artuntt:2722

PageT

Aaim Rejecffins - 3j USC S 103.'*

iO. 
'" 

The fofowing is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disolosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differenoes between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter periains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
nunner in whioh the invention was made.

31. Claims I through 4, 10 through 13, 15 through 17rl9r21 through 23, and27 we

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Creedon et al. (,J.5. Patent Number

5,235,432, cited in the IDS filed 5/26198) in view of Hassan et al. (J.5. Patent Number

5,550,646, cited in the Office action dated l2lTlgg).

.t Regarding claim -1, Creedon discloses a self-contained wireless image processing system

(see Fig. 1, along with column 5, lines 11 through 16) for capturing a visual image at a first

location (video source 106) and transmitting it via a cellular telephone network (column 5, lines

11 through 16) to a remote receiving station (facsimile receiver 110), with the system oomprising

an analog color video camera (video camera 106a, column 3, lines 54 through 64, and column 4,

lines 31 through 44), a processor (the video sgnal processing section and the video signal

conversion section 104) for generating a datasignal representing the image (column 3, lines 65

through column 4, line 5, and column 4, lines 45 through 62), with the processor comprising a

converter for converting the color analog signal to a gray scale (using the ADC 114, column 3,

line 65 through column 4, line 5, and column 4, lines 31 through 44), converting the gray scale to
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Application/Control Number: 09 /006,073

ktvnit:2722 n

Page 8

\

a suitable half-tone image (dithering process ofthe pixel-to-pel oonverter 21, column 14, lines 50

through column 1-f, line 3), and converting the half-tone image into a binary data signal (column
.9', *
1, line 53 through column 2,line 9, and column l2,line 67 through column 13, line 9), an

integrated cellular telephone modem adapted for transmitting the binary data signal to the remote

receiving station (column 4, line 66 through column 5, line 16), and a subprocessor (facsimile

standard encoder 20S) for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

binary data signal (column 15, lines 4 through 13).

However, Creedon fails to specifically teach of transmitting the captured visual image via

a cellular telephone,wherein an integrate d cetlular telephone is adapted for transmitting the

binary data signal to the remote receiving station. Hassan discloses a wireless self-contained image

processing system for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station

(column 1, lines 47 through 52, along with column 2, lines 43 through 61, and column 3, lines l0

through 20), with the system comprising a (device 110 in Fig. 1), a processor (microcontroller

205) for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3, lines 21 through 46), a

cellular telephone (column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9) adapted for transmitting the data

signal to the remote receiving station (via fax modem 240, column 4, line 65 through column 5,

line 9), and a subprocessbr for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

data signal (column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9). Therefore, it would have been obvious to

a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include Hassan's

teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would become more versatile with the addition
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of Hassan's teachi'ngs, as the unit would be rpdbile, therein able to transmit anywhere cellular

r*i." is availSle, thereby not being stationary, as recognized by Hassan.

Regarding claim2, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Creedon further teaches of a memory (data memory RAM 154) for receiving and storing the

data signal (column 5, line 45 through column 6, line 6), and the modem is adapted for recalling

the stored data signal from memory (column 4, lines 57 through 65). However, Creedon is

unclear if a cellular telephone is adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory. Hassan

discloses the system discussed above in claim l, and further teaches of a memory for receiving

and storing the data signal (RAM 207, column 3, lines 47 through 50), and wherein the cellular

telephone (column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9) is adapted for recalling the stored data
.t

signal from memory (column 5, lines 35 through 44, and column 5, lines 52 through 56).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include Hassan's teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would

become more versatile with the addition ofHassan's teachings, as the unit would be mobile,

therein able to transmit anywhere cellular service is available, thereby not being stationary, as

recognized by Hassan.

Regarding claim J, Creedon and Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1,

wherein Creedon's systern is adapted for selectively charging and discharging a random access

medium (data memory RAM 154, column 5, line 55 through column 6, line 6). However, Creedon

fails to teach if the random access medium is removable. Typically in the art, video cassettes and
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disks arg used are used for recording images, which are both inherently removable random

access mediums. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to include a removable random access medium in Creedon's

system. Creedon's system would easily be modified to include a removable random access

medium since it is well known in the art, and desirable to have a removable RAM, as user's would

be capable of taking the removed RAM to an alternate location for subsequent processing.

Regarding claimd Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Creedon further teaches that the analog color video camera is an analog camera (video

camera 106a) for generating an analog image signal (column 3, lines 45 through 68), and there is

t
further included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a digital

signal (ADC I14, column 3, line 65 through column 4, line 5).

Regarding claim f 0, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system disaussed above in claim l,

and Hassan further teaches ota Acsimile receiving device associated locally with the system for

providing a local printer for reproducing the captured image in hard copy (column l, lines 52

through 63, column 2, line 64 through column 3, line 4, and column 6, lines 22 tlvough 42).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include Hassan's further teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system

would become more user friendly with the addition of Hassan's teachings, as a user would be able

to view a hardcopy of the video captured, as recognized by Hassan.
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Regarffng claimff, Creedon and Flassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1, r,i

and Hassan further teaches of the processor is adapted for generating a signal in any of a plurality

of selected protocols (column 6, line 62 through column 7,line2, column 3, lines 5 through 20,

and column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9) and wherein the cellular telephone (column 5,

lines 1 thnough 9) is adapted for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to a remote ,

compatible receMng station (column 2, lines 39 through 66). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include

Hassan's further teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would become more user

friendly with the addition of Hassan's teachings, as a user would be able to transmit the image in
t

various protocols, dependrng on the receiver, as recognized by Hassan.

" Regarding claim 12, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim l,

and Creedon further teaches of the video camera is an analog video camera for generating a video

signal (column 3, lines 45 through 68). Further, Creedon teaches that the processor comprises a

sync detector (PLL I 16) and a video address generator (column 4, lines 49 through 56) for

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and end of the

signal to define a still frame (column 3, line 65 through column 4, line l9), arandom access

memory (data memory RAM 154) for receMng and storing the converted, slmchronized signal -

frame-by-frame (column 5, lines 55 through 65), a processor routine for converting the signals

stored in the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission (column 4, line 45 through column 5,

line 10) to a remote, compatible protocol receiving station (facsimile receiver I l0), and a
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communications device (modem 156, RS-23 2 interface 158, or cellular telephone modem, coluqn

4, line 66 through column 5, line l0) for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to the

compatible receMng station (column 5, line 66 through column 6, line l l).

Regarding claim lJ, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim l,

and Creedon further teaches of the system being of modular construction (seen in Fig. 1), and the

camera (video camera 106a, part ofvideo source 106), the processor (video signal processing

section 102 and video signal conversion section 104), and the cellular telephone are each

independent, functional units (column 5, lines 1l through 16, wherein an inherent cellular phone

*o$d be attached to the cellular modenr, wherein the cellular phone would be an independent,

functional unit) which may be coupled to one another for defining the assembled system (seen in

Fig. l,"column 3; lines 37 through 44).

Regarding claim /5, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Creedon further teaches of a data processor (user interface 105) for creating a text data signal

associated with the image data signal (column 5, lines 17 through 23).

Regarding claiml6, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 2,

and Creedon further teaches of the image data signal is stored in a raw video format (two field

buffer 120, column 4, lines 9 ttnough I l).

Regarding claim 17, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 2,

and Hassan further teaches of the image data signal is stored in a compressed format (column 4,

lines 43 through 48, and column 6, lines 43 through 50). Therefore, it would have been obvious to
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i p..ton of ordnary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include Hassan's further

teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would become more efficient with the addition

of Hassan's teachings, as less memory would be needed to store the signal, as recognized by

Hassan.

Regarding itnt^ 19, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Creedon further teaches of the remote receiving station is a standard bi-level facsimile

machine (facsimile receiver 110, column l, lines 53 through column 2,line 9, and column 3, lines

41 through 44) and the image data signal is generated in a standard bi-level facsimile machine

format and protocol (column 4, line 66 through column 5, line l0).
t

Regarding claim 2T,Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Hassan further teaches of the remote receiving station is a color facsimile machine (column 7,

line 1) and the image data signal is generated in a full color format and protocol (column 6,line 62

t 
through column 7, line 2). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to include Hassan's further teachings in Creedon's

system. Creedon's system would become more user friendly with the addition of Hassan's

teachings, as a user would be able to transmit the image in various protocols, depending on the

receiver, as recognized by Hassan.

Regarding claim 22, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Hassan further teaches ofthe remote receiving station is a digital device and the image data is

digital (column 4, line 65 tkough column 5, line 9). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a
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'person of ordiryrry skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include Hassan's further

teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would become more user friendly with the

addition ofHassan's teachings, as a user would be able to transmit the image in various protocols,

depending on the receiver, as recognized by Hassan.

Regarding elaim 23, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

and Hassan further teaches of a self-contained power source for powering the system (column 5,

lines 23 through 25). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

at the time the invention was made to include Hassan's further teachings in Creedon's system.

Creedon's system would become more versatile with the addition of Hassan's teachings, as the

unifwould include a battery, thereby being mobile, as recognized by Hassan.

. 
Regarding claim 27, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim l,

and Hassan further teaches of the camera may be controlled to capture a plurality of images in

controlled order (column 6, lines 4j through 62). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include Hassan's further

teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would become more versatile with the addition

of Hassan's teachings, as the systern would be able to capture images in a short period of time, as

recognized by Hassan.
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32.*" ClaimS is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Creedon et al.

(U.S. Patent Number 5,735,432, cited in the IDS frled 5/26198) in view of Hassan et at. (IJ.S.

Patent Number 5,550,646, cited in the Office action dated 12/7199), and further in view of

Parulski et al. (J.5. Patent Number 5,666,159, cited in the Office action dated l2l7l99).

Regarding claim 9, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim2,

and Hassan further teaches of the system includes a view screen for viewing the captured and

stored image (LCD display 215, column 4, lines 19 through 3l). However, Hassan fails to

specifically teach of the cellular telephone including a view screen for viewing the captured and

stored image. Parulski discloses a self-contained wireless image processing system (see Figs. 1

lF.

through 9, along with column 2,line42 through column 5, line 5) for capturing a visual image at

a firstlocation (still image, column 2, lines 58 through 60) and transmitting it via a cellular

telephone (RF transmitter module 14) to a remote receiving station (receiver units, seen in Fig. 1),

with the system comprising the cellular telephone including a view screen for viewing the

captured and stored image (column 2,line 42 through column 5,line 5, and column 4,lines26

through 40). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to include Parulski's teachings in Creedon and Hassan's system.

Creedon and Hassan's system would become more user friendly with the addition ofParulski's

teachings, as the user would be able to view the information which was captured, and which will

be transmitted to a receiver.
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CtaimffC,24 through 26, and 78 uerejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Creedon et al. (J.S.Patent Number 5,235,432,cited in the IDS filed 512619S)

in view of Hassan et al. (J.5. Patent Number 5,550,646, cited in the Office action dated l2lTlgg),

and further in view of Shibata et al. (J.5. Patent Number 5,689,300, cited in the Office action

dated 12/7199).

Regarding claim 74, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

but fail to teach of including an audio capture device. Shibata discloses a self-contained image

processing system for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station

(co{umn 2,line22tbrough column 3, line 3), with the system comprising a camera (camera l,

column 6, lines 33 through 38), a processor for generating a data signal representing the image

(coirtrol unit26,column 5, line 64 through column 6, line 12, andcolumn 6, lines 39 through 46),

a communications device adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving station

(G3-FAX modular jack 107 and G3-FAX interface 16, column 7, lines l0 through 25, andcolumn

10, line 45 through column 11, line 2l), and a subprocessor (multiplexor/demultiplexor 20) for

generating a Group-III facsimile compatible srgnal representing the data srgnal (column 6, lines 13

through 24). Further, Shibata teaches of an audio signal capture device (hands-free microphone

14, handset 15, or external microphone 108) adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation

with the captured video signal (column 6, lines 47 through 65). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include

Shibata's teachings in Creedon and Hassan's system. Creedon and Hassan's system would be
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more versatilefirith the addition of Shibata's teachings, as receiver would be able to retrieve the

video, along with a correlated audio signal, for a full indication of the event captured by the video

camera.

Regarding claim 24, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

but fail to teach of a control apparatus for remotely controlling operating functions of the camera.

Shibata disclosei a system which includes a control apparatus (control keyboard 2002, seen in

Figs. 20A and22) for remotely controlling operating functions of a camera (column 19,line26

through column 12). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

at the time the invention was made to include Shibata's teachings in Creedon and Hassan's
:

system. Creedon and Hassan's system would be more user friendly with the addition of Shibata's

teachings, as a user would be able to remotely control the operations ofthe camera.

Regarding claim 25, Creedon, Hassan, and Shibata disclose the system discussed above in

clum24, and Shibata further teaches of the camera having a shuttered lens (column 15, lines 3

through 7, and camera l, which outputs still pictures, column 8, lines 3 through 13) and where the

control apparatus controlling any combination of lens direction, iris, focus, and shutter speed

(column I l, lines 50 through 63, and column 19, lines I tkough 50). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include

Shibata's teachings in Creedon and Hassan's system. Creedon and Hassan's system would be

more user friendly with the addition of Shibata's teachings, as a user would be able to remotely

control the operations of the camera.
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Regardng claim 26, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

but fail to teach of an input device for controlhng the processor from a remote location. Shibata

discloses a system which includes an input device (control keyboard 2002, seen in Figs. 20A and

22) for controlling a processor configuration from a remote location (column 19, line 26 ttrough

column l2). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to include Shibata's teachings in Creedon and Hassan's system.

Creedon and Hassan's system would be more user friendly with the addition of Shibata's

teachings, as a user would be able to remotely control the operations of the system.

r Regarding claim 28, Creedon, Hassan, and Shibata disclose the system discussed above in

clum26, and Hassan further teaches of the camera may be controlled to capture a plurality of

' images in controlled order (column 6, lines 43 through 62). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include
.

Hassan's further teachings in Creedon's system. Creedon's system would become more versatile

with the addition of Hassan's teachings, as the system would be able to capture images in a short

period oftime, as recognized by Hassan.
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34. Ctaimfl8 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Creedon et at. (J.S.Patent Number 5,235,432, cited in the IDS filed 5126/98) in view of Hassan

et al. (J.5. Patent Number 5,550,646, cited in the Office action dated l2l7/99), and further in

view of Ross (U.S. Patent Number 5,546,194, cited in the Office action dated l2/7/gg).

Regarding claim -18, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim2,

but Creedon is unclear if the image data signal is stored in a half-tone format. Ross discloses a

self-contained image processing system (see Fig. 1) for capturing a visual image and transmitting

it to a remote receiving station, with the system comprising an analog video camera (video camera

10, column 3, lines 4 through 5), a processor (control system 22inFig. 1, or CPU 44 inFig.2)
E

for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3, lines 20 through 29, and column 3,

line 63 through column 4, line 20), a communications device (Group III fo( transmitter 20 in Fig.

l, and fax modem 50 in Fig. 2!) adaptedfor transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving

station (column 2, lines 15 through 29, wherein the remote receiving station is inherently included

in the system), and a subprocessor (Group III formatter lS) for generating a Group-III facsimile

compatible signal representing the data signal (column 3, lines 30 through 52). Further, Ross

teaches ofthe image data signal is stored in a half-tone format (column 3, lines 30 through 40).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include Ross's teachings in Creedon and Hassan's system. Creedon's

system would be more versatile with the addition of Ross's teachings, as a user would be able to
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trarismit half-tgne images which are stored in a memory, to a receiving gray-scale facsimile

machine, as recognized by Hassan.

Regarding claim 20, Creedon and Hassan disclose the system discussed above in claim 1,

but Creedon is unolear if the remote receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine. Ross

discloses the system wherein the remote receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine

(column 3, lines,30 through 41, with the receiving station inherently receives the gray-scale image,

thus being a gray-scale facsimile machine) and the image data signal is generated in a gray-scale

format and protocol (column 3, lines 30 through 4l). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include Ross's teachings

ni
in Geedon and Hassan's system. Creedon's system would be more versatile with the addition of

Ross'lteachings, as a user would be able to transmit half-tone images which are stored in a

memory to a receMng gray-scale facsimile machine, as recognized by Hassan.
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" a Citation of Pertinent hior Aft

35. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure:

Wertsberger (U.S. Patent Number 6,072,600) discloses a system wherein a camera is

used to capture an image which is subsequently transmitted by facsimile.

Conclusion

36. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this Office

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP $ 706.07(a). Applicant is

F

reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE,,
' MONTHS from the mailing date ofthis action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

i MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.
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37. Any infuiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Joe Pokrzywa whose telephone number is (703) 305-0146. The examiner

can normally be reached on Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor,

Edward Coles, can be reached on (703) 305-4712. The fax phone number for this Group is

(703) 306-5406.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status ofthis application or proceeding

should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3800/4700.

Joseph R. Pokrzywa

August 15,2000

/

4^#{k
SUPERVISORY PATENI EXAMINER

GROUP 27OO
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IVofice of Abandonment DAVID A.
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&

This application is abandoned in view ot

1. fi Appficant's failure to timely file a proper reply to the Office letter mailed on 29 August 2000.

' (a) [ A reply was received on 

- 

(with a Certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated 

- 

), which is after the expiration of the
period for reply (including a total extension of time of _ month(s)) which expired on _.

(b) tr A proposed reply was received oh 

-, 

but it does not constitute a proper reply under 37 CRF 1.113 (a) to the finat rejection.

(A p.roper reply under 37 CRF 1.113 to a final rejection consists only of: (1) a timely filed amendment which places the
application in condition for allowance; (2) a timely filed Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for
Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114).

(c) ffi No reply has been received.

2. n Applicant's failure to timely pay the required issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, within the statutory period of three months
from the mailing date of the Notice of Allowance (PTOL-8S).

(a) [ The issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, was received on 

- 

(with a Certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated

-), 
which is after the expiration of the statutory period for payment of the issue fee (and publication fee) set in the Notice of

Allowance.

(b) ! The submitted fee of $- is insufficient. A balance of $ is due.

The issue fee required by 37 CFR 1.18 is $-. The publication fee, if required by 37 CFR 1 .18(d), is $ .

(c) E The iFsue fee and publication fee, if applioable, has not been received.

3.fl Applicant's failure to timely file new formal drawings as required by, and within the three-month period set in, the Notice of
Allowability (PTo-37).

(q) fl Proposed new formal drawings were received on (with a Certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated 
-:_), 

which is

- after thd expiration of the period for reply.

(b) E The proposed new formal drawings filed on 

- 

are not acceptable and the period for reply has expired.

(c) n No proposed new formal drawings have been received.

4. E The lefter of express abandonment which is signed by the attorney or agent of record, the assignee of the entire interest, or all of
the applicants.

5. E The letter of express abandonment which is signed by an attorney or agent (acting in a representative capacity under 37 CFR
1.34(a)) upon the filing of a continuing application.

6. n The decision by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interference rendered on _ and because the period for seeking couft review
of the decision has expired and there are no allowed claims.

7. E The reason(s) below:

f,t-
EIruARD COL6

stfPER\n$oFv atrrira' tY.qiiiNFF

![a''

PTO-1432 (Rev.9-00) Notice of Abandonment Part of Paper No. 1 1
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Application/Control Number: 09 I 006,07 3

Artunit:2622
Page2

DETAILED ACTION

,n"

6 
Abandonment

1. This application is abandoned in view of applicant's failure to submit a reply to the Office

Action mailed on8/29100 within the required period for reply.

Conclusion

2. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Joe Pokrzywa whose telephone number is (703) 305-0146. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 8:30-5:00.

t 
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Edward L. Coles can be reached on (703) 305-47L2. The fax phone numbers for the

organ?ation where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703) 306-5406 for regular

communications and (703) 306-540.6 for After Final comrnunications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-4700.

Joseph R. Pokrzywa
Examiner
ktunit2622

Jrp
April3, 2001
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[Page 1 of2]
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 1.0 hout to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO:
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

RECEIVED
T30fi0'f{F

s50r6sil
-13l}0.00 flF

JAN 1 6 2003
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a
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i*:r t;,

Docket Number (Optional)
P-121817.02.024FOR REVIVAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR PATENT ABANDONED

NTNTENTTONALLY UNDER 37 CFR 1.137(b)

First named inveitor: David A. Monroe

Application No.:09/006,073 ,l Group Art Unit:2622
I

FitBd:January 12, t€98 Examiner:J. Pokzywa
G

Title: Apparatus For Capturing, Converting and Transmitting A Visual lmage Signal Via A Digital
Transmission System.

Attention: Office of Petitions
Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Box DAC
Washington, D.C.20231 .i

NOTE: lf information or assistance is needed in completing this form, please contact
Petitions Information at (703)305-9282.

The above-identified application became abandoned for failure to file a timely and proper reply to a notice

or action by the United States Patent and Trademark Office. The date of abandonment is the day after the
expiration date of the period set for reply in the Office notice or action plus any extensions of time actually
obtained.

APPLICANT HEREBY PETITIONS FOR REVIVAL OF THIS APPLICATION

NOTE: A grantable petition requires the following items:
(1) Petition fee;
(2) Reply and/or issue fee;

t (3) Terminal disclaimer with disclaimer fee - required for all utility and plant

applications filed before June 8, 1995; and for all design applications; and
(4) Statement that the entire delay was unintentional.

1. Petition fee
! Small entity - fee $- (37 CFR 1 .17(m)). Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 .

X Otner than small entity - fee $1.300.00 (37 CFR 1.17(m))

2. Reply and/or fee

A. The reply and/or fee to the above-noted Office action in
the form of a continuinq aoplication as orovided bv 37 CFR 1.137(c) (identify type of reply):

n nas been filed previously on 

--
fi is enclosed herewith.

B. The issue fee of $ _
n has been paid previously on 

- 

.

I is enclosed herewith.

OFFICE OF PETMONS
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1j PTO/SB/64 (10-01)
Approved fo, , ihrough 10/312002; OMB o65i-0031

Patent and Tradernark Offrcqj U.S. DEPARTMENT QF COMMERCE
Act of r995. no a valid OMB

Terminal disclaimer with disclaimer fee

X Since this utility/plant application was filed or;".oi after June 8, 1995, no terminal disclaimer is required.

E A terminht disclaimer (and disclaimer fee 1'aZ CFR 1.20(d)) of $- for a small entity or $- for other
tharp small entity) disclaiming a period equivalent to the period of abandonment is enclosed herewith
(see PTO/SB/63).

Statement. The entire delay in filing the required reply from the due date for the required reply until the filing of
a grantable petition under 37 CFR 1.137(b) was unintentional. [NOTE: The United States Patent and
Trademark Office may require additional information if there is a question as to whether either the
abandonment or the delay in filing a petition under 37 CFR 1.137(b) was unintentional (MPEP
71 1.03(c)(lll)(c) and (D))1.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Gredit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

l- j_ 05
Date

Telephone
Number: (21Q) 978-770Q

Typed or printed name

JACKSON WALKER L.L.P.

112 E. Pecan St., Suite 2100

San Antonio, Texas 78205

Address

Enclosures: X Fee Payment

X Reply

f] Terminal Disclaimer Form

n Additional sheets containing statements establishing unintentional delay

n otner:

CERTTF|CATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMTSSTON [37 CFR 1.8(A)l

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being:

l{l deposited with the United States Postal Service on the date shown below with sufficient postage as first
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Box DAC, Washington, D.C.
20231.

! transmitted by facsimile on the date shown belowlp the Patent and

Express mail

E1692001045US

Date

/-3'o3

Signature

Richard R. Ruble, Reg.45,720

Bianca Grossweiler

Typed or printed name of person signing certificate
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UnnreD Srnrrs Pemvr ar.D Thnpel"rARr On'rror
. . COMMISSIONER FOR PAf,ENTg

UrrrEo Smred PATENT ANDThADEMARK OFFtcE
\ MsxtxcroN, D.C. 20231

Www.uspto.go\/

Bracewell & Pattetson
South Tower Pennzoil Place
711 Louisana Sfreet, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002-278I

ln re Application of
David A. Monroe
Application No. 09/006,073
Filed: January 12,1998
Attorney Docket No. P -l2l8l7 -A2.A24

Paper No. 13

COPY MAILED

MAR 1 1 2003

OFFICE OF PETITIONS

ON PETMION

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR 1.137O), filed January 3,20A3, to revive the above-
identified application.

T[e above-identified application became abandoned for failure to reply within the meaning of 37 CFR
1.'I13 in a timely,manner to the final Office acfion mailed August 29,2000,which set a shortened
statutory period for reply of three(3) months.'A three (3) months extension of time under the provisions
of 37 CFR 1.136(a) was obtained. Accordingly, the application became abandoned on March 1, 2001.

It is not apparent whether the person signing the statement,of unintentional delay was in a position to have
firsthand or direct knowledge of the facts and circtmstances of the delay dt issue. Nevertheless, such
statement is being treated as having been made as the result of a reasonable inquiry into the facts and
circumstances of such delay. See 37 CFR 10.18(b) and Changes to Patent Practice and kocedtre; Final
Rule Notice, 62 Fed, Reg. 53131, 53178 (October I0,1997),1203 Off. Gaz. Pat. Office 63, 103 (October
21,1997). In the event that such an inqurry has not been made, petitioner must make such an inquiry. If
such inquiry results ili the discovery that it is not correct that the entire delay in filing the required reply
from the due date for the reply until the filing of a grantable petition pursuant to 37 CFR 1.137(b) was
unintentional, petitioner must notifu the Office.

There is no indication that the person signing the instant petition was ever given a power of attorney or
authorization of agent to prosecute th-e above-identified application; If the person signing the instant
petition desires to receive future correspondence regarding this application, the appropriate power of
attorney or authorization of agent must be submitted. While a courtesy copy of this decision is being
mailed to the person signing the instant petition, all future correspondence will be directed to the address
of currently of record uhtil such time as appropriate instr-uctions are received to the confary.

This application is being revived solely for purposes of continuity. As continuity has been established by
this decision, the applicaticin is again abandoned in favor of continuing application No. 101125,32I.
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Application No. 09/006,073

Telephone inquiri., concerning this decision should be directed to CheryJ Gibson-Baylor at
(703)308-51,11, o1 in her absence, Sherry Brinklgy at (703)305-9220.

a

Page2

.-.l
.u The applicatiop fiie is beingrforwarded to techirology Center 3700, Art lJnit3749.

Office of the Deputy Commissioner
for Patent Examination Policy

Richard R. Ruble
Jackson, Walker LLP
112 E. Pecan St., Suite 2100
San Antonio, Texas 782,05

Petitions Examiner
Office of Petitions
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REQUEST FORACCESS TO AN ABANDONED APPLICATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.,t4

Bring completed form Wt
File Information tlnit. Room 2E04
2900 Crystal Dri€
Arf ington, V A 22202-351 4

Telephone: (703) 308-2733
Paper

I hereby request access under 37 CFR 1 .1a(a)(l)(iv) to the apptication file record of the above-identjfied ABKOOT=O
application, which is not within the file jacket of a pending Continued Prosecution Application (CpA) (32 CFR 1.S3(d))
and which, is identified in, or to which a benefit is claimed, in the following documeni ias strown in the attachmentj:

United.States Patent Application Publication No. , page, _ line _,
United States eatent Numo6& 'f 7 

" -, 
column line, 

- 

or

WIPO Pdb. No. , page ,line _

: (-' 07

a

Related Information About Access to Applications Maintained in the lmage File
wrapper system (lFW) and Access to pending Applications in General

application.

A member of the public, acting without a power to inspect, cannot order applications maintained in the IFW system
through the FlU. lf the member of the public is entitled to a copy of the application file, then the file is made
available through the Public Patent Application lnformation Retrieval systbh (Pubtic pAlR) on the USPTO internet
web site (www.uspto.gov). Terminals that allow access to Public PAIR are available in tha public Search Room.
The member of the public may also be entitled to obtain a copy of all or part of the
the appropriate fee. such copies must be purchased through ine omce of public
appropriate fee (37 CFR 1.19(b)).
For ou-blig.hed aoplications that are still oendino, a rnember of the public may obt

the file contents; the pending application as originally filed; or any document

For unoublished applications that are still pendino:
"(1) lfthebe_nefitoftheoendinqapplicationisclaimedunder33U.S.C.llg(e),

.application that has: (a) issued as a U.S. patent, or (b) published as a
qale1t gnr]lcation publication, or an intemational paieni application publicatioffi
Article 21(2), a member of the public may obtain i copy df: tne Rte iontents; the pending applicaftT

(2)
originally filed; or any document in the file of the pending application.
lf the. application is incorporate-d by reference or otherwise iientified in a U.S. patent, a statutory invention
registration, a.U.S_.3at9n! application publication, or an intemational patent application publicatibn in
accordance with PCT Artide 21(2),'a mernber of the public may obtain a copy of the pdnding application as
originally filed.

.," -tv$fl?iTTiffie

Ir
s;:::L:"'"6,,,.,o*(o

Typed or printed name

Registration Number, if applicable

a"3 ' €l 'l' / lraD
Telephone Number

Date

P, lc, n?1

PTO/S8/68 (06-0s)
Approved for.use through 07/31/2009. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark OffCe; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
lo a colleclion of conlrol number.

If you need assistance in completing theform, calt l-80GPTo-9199 and select option 2.
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: r' . ' PTO/SEU€8 (o+On
. Approvcdfoure through 9r3y2004 OMB 0651-0€31

U.S. Hent and Trademerk Ofrs!: U.S. OEPARTMENT'OF COMIvTEP.CE

requirecby.37cFR1.l1and1.14.Theinformation;5requiredtoobtainoiial
usPT9 b.pry":.") an appfi-qon. confidentiztiiy is govemed by 35 u.S.c. 1?2 ard 37 cFR i.il .;J i.;;. rhi; ;J"a,jiii tiir"t"d ro lakg 12 ninures ro

Tl1A,_'i1Y1l"g gatheting. preParing, and $brnitling the completed aPPlicatj6n form to the USPTO. Tlme will vary depending upcn tha individuat case. Any€mmems on lhe arnoutlt of time you requirs to coroplete this iorm andlo( suggestions ,or reducjng tris burden, strouiO li sea ti tlie Chief krrornation fficer,u's. P"tent and Trademark olfice, u.s. bcpartrnerrt of comrnerce, p.o. 8ox?so, ,aJe=ndria, ve 22313-1450, oo NoT s€l.lD FEES oR coMpLETED
FORMS TO THIS AOORES6. BRTNG TCi: Fil; In.forrn2tinn tlnit Rnom 2it\a t4f|^ .^,-hr ^i..- . -,1 - .

Ad of llounder the

REQUEST FOR ACiESS TO AN ABANDOTJED APpLtcATtON UNDER 37 CFR 1,14
L

Eting crlnpletedfomtcl.
File lnfonnafion UnifRoom 2E04
2900 CrysElDrive
Mington, VA 2202-3514

Telephone fi03) 30&2733

W|PO Pub. No. .
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Uniied States Patent Application Publ
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ln re Application of
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I her€by request access under 32 CFR 1.14{a
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Uniied States patent Applicafion pub{
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REQUEST'FOR ACCESS'TO ,A,N ABANDONED APPLICATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.14

Fil€d !
(L,qg.

r . PaPer

l5n1:o:::ii"-€":".utg".t:? 6ir I .l4(a){iJft) to the applicarion fite record of the above-identified'ABA}.{DoNED

". &i ,;.
Enng arnpleted hinto;
File lnformation UniL Room 2804
2900 CrystalDrive
Arlington, V,$ 22202-351 4 -.

refephone ci03) 30&273. 
f[S t e, 2.Arc

applicadon, which ls notuthin the fite Fctbibil icndins cintinoeJ p;:;;li";'Ap;ffifi#ijfi#fi"#ff;
and which is ldentified in, or to whlch a benefit is claimed] h the foltowing docurnent (as, shown in the attschrnent):

United Ststes kentAppficaiion publica{on No. . page, _ [ne

united states patent Number ? 3eS Bq ( Loturnn 

- 

i,fi€, or

WIPO Pub. No. page . iine

Related tnformaiion Aq
*^_Yfqq. ' 

sy-stem. (rFW) and Access io pending nppiiCiions in General

acmrdance wtth PcTArticle 21^(21, a member of the public m"y oot"in . 
"op 

'oiu," pdnding 
"j6li.ation ""originalty filed. 6,

fltTb:t of 
-he 

public, aarrg wfthbut a power to h:p."| cannot ordeiapplications maintaindd in the IFW systemthrough he Flu' lf the membir of the pubfc'rs eniittei b a copy oin" .ppGton file, hen the file is rnade
,?3till"ff:9ll_" frlli.JatentApiltcalton Infonnalion neiriuvaisfiH,?n o* pAlR)on rre USpro intemet
5::u" tww..5pto.Sov). Terminals that allow a@ss b Public PAIFi are available ln $i puono iearctr Roorn.The mernber of he public may. also be ent?fled to ob€in a copy gf ari oi Fart i fre applicalion fle upon payment o{the appropriate fee' Suctr colies must be purchased ttrrougti ihi, o,trilJ;fpltri" {J"o.a"'uponi"vr*t of he.appropdate tue (37 CFR i. jg(b). 4
For'ogbli-s.bed iqollcatioos tirala#dil oending. a member of the pubtic may obtain a copy of

ur€ nle conterlb; he Pending applicalion as originatly filed; or.any docurnent in the fle'of tfre pending
application.

Fpt.uqolrSirsh; eooncatcns that are stflloenOinq: V(1) lftheuenettotu:eoeq,4na.aoplicatigJr=lsdaimFdunder35U.S.c.119(e),120, 
121,or365inanoherapplicalion that has: (al isstiea as a u.s' patent or p) puuHrea as 

" 
i"tuto.y invention registration, a u.S.

111*:?t$taPt|bficafon, or an inteniationat paLhi.ppri""tion puaiiotio,i i,.t r"*,t-ii-*itt pcr
^ruqe 

zl (z)' a member of the pubitc may obtain a copy of the fi'le iontents; the pending 
"jfnotion 

."
,., Xtigin"[y filed-; or.any document in tre fle of fre pendini appncafion.-' 

'- 
]trl fi tle. application is ht€rQoratqj Qy refierence pr otlerwi*'iden,tified in a u.s. paten{ a statutory invention

H{* a tl's. natent anpn@ iaLnt apprication pubricarion in

z.2g-(r{

Typed or printed name

Date

Telephone Nurnber

lv$nr0q

01(oo 6o
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I i PTO/SB/68(02-10)
. Approvedforusethrurgh oTlltll2o'l2.OMB0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTIT'ENT OF COMMERCE
a \Elid OMB control number.

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO AN ABANDONED APPLICATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.14

dfl#'ljfyiffi""PEr
Arrinston, vnzzzo0'll\\ 

$S I S
Telephone: (703) 756-1800

xf$
BYI-.-------o--- Paper No.

I hereby request access under 37 CFR 1.14(a)(i)(iv) to the application file record of the above-ldentified ABANDONED
application, which is not within the file Jacket of a pending Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) (37 CFR 1.53(d)) and
which is identlfied in, or to whlch a benefit ls clalmed, in the following document (as ihown in the attachment):

United States Patent Application Publication No. , P?99,

?<4(R- r
United States Patent Number 1 -z (J J O / | , @lumn _, line,

WIPO Pub. No. , page _, line

' Registration Number, if applicable

a0:- 6&e * (rs D -( Telephone Numbdr

Related Information About Access to Applications Maintained in the lmage File
Wrapper System (lFW) and Access to Pending Applications in General

. A member of the public, acting without a power to inspect, cannot order applications maintained in the IFW system through
the FlU. lf lhe member of the public is entitled to a copy of the application file, then the file is made availablq through the
Puhlic'Pateni Application Information Retrieval system-(pubtic eAnl on the USPTO intemet r,rreb site (www.uspto.gov).
Terminals that allow access to Public PAIR are available in the Public Search Room. The member of the public may also
be entitled to obtain a copy of all or part of the application file upon payment of the appropriate fee. Such copies must be
purchased through the Office of Publlc Records upon pa)rment of the appropriate fee (37 CFR 1 .19(b)).

For published aooJications that are still pendino, a member of the public may obtain a copy of:
the"file contents; the pending application as originally filed; or any document in the file of the pending application.

For unpublilhed aooliQgtions that are still oendinq:
(1) lfthebenefitoftheoendinoaoolicationisclaimedunder35U.S.C.ll9(e),120,l2l,or365inanotherapplication

that has: (a) issued as a U.S. pateqt, or (b) published as a statutory invention registration, a U.S. patent'
application publication, or an international patent application publication in accordance with PCT Article 21(2), a
member of the public may obtain a copy of: the file contents; the pending application as originally filed; or any
document in the file of the pending application.

(2) lf the application is inepmorated bv reference or otherwise identified ih a U.S. patent, a statutory invention
registration, a U.S. patent application publication, or an international patent application publication in accordance

PCT Article 21(2), a member of the public may obtain a copy of the pending application as originally filed.

FOR PTO USE ONLY

Approved by:

Unit:

#LRF\ruInI
,Jlfft92018 u

This colleclion of information is required by 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. Ths informalion is required to obtain or retain a benefit by lhe publicwhich is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an applicetion,. Contidentiatity ls gorremed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and ,1.14. This collection ls estimated to take 12 minutes lo complete, includlng

is required by 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. Tho

gath€ring, preparing, and submiting thc complaed application form lo the USPTO. fime will \/ary depending upon the individual case. Any i:ommenls on lhe amount of time
you require to complete this form and/or suggestons tor Fducing this burden, should b6 sent io the Chief Information Oficer, U.S. Patent and Tradomark Ofiico, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P,O. Box'1450, Ale)€ndria, VA 2231$1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. BRING TO: File
Inbrmadon Unlt, Sulte 3A20,2800 SoutJr Randolph Stree( Arllngton, Virginla.

lf you need assistance in nmpleting the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and *led option 2.
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. Approved ror use throush 07r3vrttT8ffl;t1!%;tttl
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office;tJ.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

$e of 1995. no persons are required to rBpond lo a collection of a valid OMB control

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO AN ABANpONED APPLTCATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.14

Bring-gonpJei'Ea fom to: 'l

Filalnformation Unit, Srfie 3A20

tn re Apdlication of

rVLCI
Number

o o-f/\

BYi -*----r-rrrrr
Paper No.

I hereby requ""t""c"""liJ*tTiFirTiii{i)(iv} to the apptication fife record of the aboveidentified ABANDoNED
application, which is not within the file jacket of a pendin! Gontinued Prosecution Application (CPA) (37 CFR 1.53(d)) and
which is identified in, or to vihich a benefit is claimed, in the following document (as shown in the attachment):

United states parent Applicarion pubticario" Nlc6? ro l q?q(
United States Patdnt Number ,line,

WPO Pub. No. *-, line

. Retated tnformation About Access to Applications Maintained in the lmage File
Wrapper System (lFW) and Access to Pending Applications in General

A member of the publiq acting without a power to inspect cannot order applications maintained.in the IFW system through
the FlU. lf the member of the ptrblic is entitled to a cripy of the application file, then the file is made available through the
Public'Patent Application Information Retrieval System-(Public PAIR) on the USPTO intemet web site (www.uspto-gov).
Tenl\inals that allow access to Public PAIR are available in the Public Search Room. The member of the public may also
be entitled to obtain a copy of all or part of the application file upon payment of the appropriate fee. Such oopies niust be
purchased through the Office of Public Rebords upon payment of the appropriate fee (37 CFR 1 .19(b)).

For published aoolications that are still pendinq, a mernber of the public may obtain a copy ot
the file contents; the pending application as originally filed; or any document in the fle of the pending application.

,:'For unpubtished applications that are still'pendino:
(1) lf the benefit of the pendinq aoblication is cJaimed under 35 U.S.C. 1 19(e) , 120, 121 , or 365 in another application

that has: (a) issued as a U.S. patent, or (b) published as a statulory invention registration, a U.S. patent'
application publication, or an intemational patent application publicatio.n in accordance with PCT Artide 21(2), a
member of the public may obtain a copy of the fite contqnts; the pending application as originally filed: br.any
document in the file of the pending appfication.

(2) lf the application is incomorated bv refurence or otherwise identified in a U.S. patent, a statutory invention
registration, a U.S. patent application publication, or an intemational patent application publication in accordance
with PCT Article2'l(2), a member of the public may obtain a copy of the pending application as originally filed.

n-<_q!

f Registration Nurnber, if applicable

k>r\ur +ttl-
Telephone Number

orocess)

'rs reguired by 37 CFR 1.11 and '1.14, The informalion is required to obtain or retain a b+lnfbrjlhggt{Higvrldt rifiEtilE(frd by the USPTO to
identiafitv is oowmed bv 35 u.S C. 122 and 37 CFR 1-1 t and 1.14- This ollection ls esllfialdflo take 12 minutes to comolele. indudinoapdication. Confidentiality is govemed by

gaihering, prepadng, and submitling the completed application lorm to the USPTO. Time will Gry depending upon the IndMdual case. Any comments on the amounl of iime
you require lo complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chie{ Informdion Ofiicer. U.S. Patent and Tradema* ffice, U.S-
Department cf Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandda, VA 2231$1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. BRING :IO: File
lntormadon Unlt Suite 3A20, 2800 South Randolph Street Arlington, Virglnla.

lf you need assistance in ampleting the form, call FBA0+TO-91.99 and select option 2.
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l lllll llllllll ll lllill lllll llll lllll lllll llli, ,n lllll lllll lllll lltll lillll llll llll llll
us 2002010986341

rrzl Patent Application Publication lroy pub. No.: US 200UAn9863 AL
Monroe 1a:; Pub, Date: Aug. Lir 200ie

rrsr United States

(s4) APGARATUS FORCAPTURING,
CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING A
VISUAL IMAGE STGNALVIAA DIGITAL
TRANSMISSTON SYSTEM

(76) Inventor: David A. Monroe, San Antonio, fi
(us)

Conespondence Address:
Stephen F. Schlather
Bracewell & Patterson, LL.P.
711, Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002 ruS)

(2r) Appl. No.: 09/790,381

(n) Filed: Apr. 11,2002

Related U.S. Appllcatlon D

(62) Division of application No,
L2,L998, now abandon

Publlcatton Classlfi catlon

Int. CIJ
u.s. cr.

Ir04N 1/00
.......... 3s8/400

CI7) ABSTRACT

An image capture, conversion, compression, storage and

transmission system provides a data signal representing the
image in a format and protocol capable of being transmitted
over any of a plurality of readily available transmission
systems and received by readily available, standard equip-
ment receiving stations. In its most comprehensive form, the
system is capable of sending and recoiving audio, documcn-
tary and visual image data to and from standard remote
stations readily available througbout the world,

(s1)
(s2)

W 1's

G. Itr
CORRECT

TRANSMIT PROTOCAT

TYPICAT GROUP Itr FAX DEVICE
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Apllii rtion Number lhformation http: / / rco/ cg-bin/expo/Genlnfo/snquery.pl?APPl=ID= | 033 6 47 0

tr&L ffiffitffi*ffiwffiffiffiT
Day: Monday
Date:313:12003
Time:16:00:59

Application Number Information
'1

J

Examiner Number: 00000 /-

Group ArtUnrt:2622
Class/Subclass: 358/.

Lost Case: NO
Interference Number:

Unmatched Petition: NO

L&R Code: Secrecy Code:l

Assienments

Effective Date: 01/03 tZ00S

App lication Received : 07 / 0 6 n}LB
Patent Number:

Issue Date: 00/00/0000

Date of Abandonment: 00/00/0000

Attorney Docket Nttmber: P-121817.02.043(DI9 Third Level Review: NO
Status: 19 /APPLICATION UNDERGOING PREEXAM PROCESSING

Secrecy Order: NO

Status Date: 01/0812003

Confirmation Number: 8448

Title of Invention: APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING. CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING A VISUAL
IMAGE SIGNAL VIA A DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

O3CO OIPE - MISSING
PARTS-CENTRAL FILES.

CP6.LOBBY

l-r
Appln l,_C,._ontents N

AttyiAgent InfoPetition lnfo Data Data t-tve*"--En

Search Another: Application# f,:J I s"arctil or Patenf# i---__l I t"_""'il

PCr/f--f i ryltffil]
Attorney Docketr#

Bar Code #

To go back use Back button on your browSer toolbar.

Back to PALM I ASSIGNMENT I OASIS I Home page

OT PG PUBS #

t--|
I Se?rch I

lorl 3/3i03 4:01 PM
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Conti* gity Inforrnation htp://neo/cgi-bin/expo/ContData/contData.pl?APPL-ID=O9006073

Day : Thursday
Date:3;/612003
Time:09:15:05

Continuity Information fpr 09/00 6073

Parent Data *
No Parent Data

. Chitd Data
09790381 is a division of 09006073

t-tnPtr,tr lf-","e#,ffi: Petition Info eht Info Continuity
Data

Foreign Data l-::g",e.q:l tlg

is a continuation of 09Q06013

SearchAnother:Apptication#il:-T-l[s"-g--i.jTl

Pcrrffirm]lffil
Attorney Docket #

To go back use back button on your browser toolbar.

Back to PALM IASSIGNMENT ; OASB'l'rtmepage

or Patent# I * ll s"l|"il

or PG PUBS # f 
- 

*-f 
[-g*e.*l*l

ii. ,. ,,;l

t#1
I Search I

I of I 3/6/039:15At,iN'I
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PATENT APPUICAilON FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Effective October 1, 1997

Applicatjon or Doc(<et Number

Nq/ e&ffirg
CLAIMS AS FILED. PART t SMALI. ENTITY OTHER THAN

rvpe l-l oR " sMALL ENTITY1

RATE FEE

x$11=

x41=

+135=

TOTAL

OR

OR

OR

OR* 
lf the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enler'O' in column 2

frqm,gt?^
CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II

OR TOTAL

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY

RATE
ADDI.

TIONAL
FEE

x$11=

x41=

+135=

TOTAL
IT. FEE

OTHER THAN
OR SMALL ENTITY

OR

OR

OR

(Column 1) . (cotumn 2) (column 3) ADDIT' ot ooo,loJft

RATE
ADDI.

TIONAL
FEE

x$11=

x41=

+135=

TOTAL
T. FEE

OR

OR

OR

(Column t) (Column 2) (Column 3) ADDIT o* ooo,loJA.t

RATE
ADDI.

TIONAL
FEE

x$11=

x41=

+135=

TOTAL
IT. FEE

OR

OR

OR

j: lf the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write'0" in column 3. Tlj*lf the "Highest Number Previously Paid Fof lN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter'20.' 
^ ^^,-*'"ff 

the "uignest Number Previousl! Paid For lN THIS SpACE is tess than g, enter,,9.' ,{UUI I
ot ooo,ll#.'

The 'Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

CLAIMS
REMAINING

AFTER
AMENDMENT

Fz
tu

=oz
ul

=

HIGHEST
NUMBER

PREVIOUSLY
PAID FOR

FIRSTPRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

CLAIMS
REMAINING

AFTER
AMENDMENT

HIGHEST
NUMBER

PREVIOUSLY
PAID FOR

E
l-z
ul

=oz
l!
E

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

HIGHEST
NUMBER

PREVIOUSLY
PAID FOR

CLAIMS
REMAINING

AFTER
AMENDMENT

o
t-z
uJ

=oz
ul

=
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

FoFM PTO-875 (Rev. 8/94 'U.S. Gowmment Printing Oftice: 1997 - 49G571/69194 Patent and Trademark Otfice, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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-/ lt^/
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